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54 Introduction

In 2018, Krzysztof Lenk invited me to collaboration on 
developing a research paper concerning his typography 
education curriculum in the Rhode Island School of Design in 
Providence. The Professor entrusted me with the analysis of 
its content and its results, followed by indicating the most 
valuable, important and interesting design and didactic 
issues. His intention was also to present the reader with 
a different perspective, provided by a younger graphic design 
professional and teacher, functioning in a system of educa-
tion other than risd’s. I would like to emphasize that com-
menting on any achievements of such a recognized colleague 
is an incredibly responsible challenge. Indeed, Krzysztof 
Lenk’s accuracy at describing and explaining even the most 
complex design issues remains unmatched1. At the Profes-
sor’s request, I have provided Six Lessons in Typography… with 
commentaries regarding the problems I found worth present-
ing or developing from a different professional perspective, in 
order to make the possibly most complete and clear state-
ment to the wider audience. Having analyzed the material, 
I realized that Professor Lenk’s typography program also 
involved other unobvious and implied qualities, which could 
be of a great value to the reader (designer, educator, student). 
The discussed visual communication problems are universal 
in character and remain valid regardless of the design disci-
pline in question.

The objectives of Krzysztof Lenk’s didactic work can be also 
found in his syllabus of 2005, where he wrote: over the last 
decade, human communication has been through another 
revolution. Electronic media have reached nearly all areas of our 
lives, radically changing the profession of a visual communication 
designer. As with any revolution, we must ask a question what is 
temporary and what is permanent. In my opinion, regardless of 
all the technological developments we face, the principles of 
visual order remain the same. It is hard to argue otherwise, and 
his words have obviously found confirmation since2.

In his conversation with Ewa Satalecka, Krzysztof Lenk 
comments on typography education: The ability to efficiently 
apply typographic means should be embedded in the designer’s 
awareness. It requires a combination of knowledge and skills 
which allows us to set the communication objectives on the one 
hand, and to select the accurate means to meet them on the 
other3. In this short statement, a credo, the Professor 
describes the role of a graphic designer and sets detailed 

goals of typography education. Comprehensive as these two 
short sentences seem, Lenk continues: There’s no denying that, 
I think4. Here – exceptionally – you may disagree. Many 
teachers find Lenk’s perception of typography through  
the prism of its usability, and his praxeological approach to 
the design process not only debatable but non-obvious as 
well. In their opinion, typographic education should boil 
down to teaching the use of tools, presenting typographic 
means and their formal possibilities. Another common 
opinion is that students must learn the use of tools and the 
visual effects they produce first, and then, somehow, figure 
out their purpose at the right moment, which is quite naive. 
Many graphic design teachers are not familiar with praxeol-
ogy and therefore their programs lack references to the 
results to be achieved by means of communications, created 
by their students. Although it seems paradoxical, such 
a situation still takes place and it is difficult to see why. 
Krzysztof Lenk, on the contrary, grounded his priority as early 
as his study time in Katowice: if you have an assignment, start 
with determining the expected result and the attributes of what 
you want to make, and then try to achieve this step by step5. 
Moreover, unlike the academic lecturers focused solely on 
their didactic and, sometimes, research activity, Krzysztof 
Lenk disposed of extensive experience as a graphic design 
professional. Not only had he brought this experience with 
him to Providence from his previous work in Warsaw and 
Paris, but also continuously expanded it – by co-launching 
and running the Dynamic Diagrams studio among other 
things – and included in the program. This is probably why 
his didactic work emphasized planning the result and devel-
oping the means to achieve it. 
 
As early as the 1980s, Professor Lenk taught his typography 
students the ability of asking the key design questions: What 
is there to communicate? What is the goal of the communica-
tion? To whom is it addressed?, and then working to generate 
practical answers. He found the skill of defining communica-
tion goals at the beginning of the design process as a base for 
organizing the content into particular information structures 
by means of accurate visual measures – essential. The 
Professor emphasized that the applied visual means and, in 
fact, the grammar of the visual language they compose, must 
match the character of the communication, its context of use, 
characteristic of the recipient and the sender’s intentions.6 
What might seem obvious to those well acquainted with 
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6 7IntroductionIntroduction

to students. He also included the kind of explanation, the 
instruction (didactic) objectives, which provided for their 
agency: having realized the applied value of the assignment, 
students were able to use the obtained experience to solve 
other design problems. Six Lessons… are, therefore, a worth-
while material for broader analysis, accounting for the 
characteristic of didactic system. 

Six Lessons in Typography… is not only a record of the 
Professor’s didactic achievements in the area of typography 
education in a prestigious American school, but also a set of 
guidelines towards intelligent design teaching. The assign-
ments contained in Six Lessons in Typography… are usually 
a pretext to teaching something more than “only” the basics 
of reading experience design. Six Lessons in Typography… also 
account for teaching the design process, data analysis and 
selection, logical systemizing and designing information 
structures. Moreover, the program emphasizes the develop-
ment of students’ critical thinking – one of the four Cs, listed 
by Yuval Noah Harari as competences important to 
a 21st-century human.10 In many of Professor Lenk’s assign-
ments, students must take a stand on the content, with which 
they work, and the goal they are to achieve. In his own words, 
a typographic layout should press the pedal, cause a reaction 
prompting to read, and elicit a particular expected reflection in 
the recipient’s mind11. Beside students’ acquiring an important 
social competence, as described by Harari, Lenk’s typography 
program included designer’s critical thinking as an effective 
method of generating useful design solutions. 

All this makes the program content of Six Lessons in Typogra-
phy… as well as the presented didactic methods easy to 
modify and implement – as a whole or in fragments – to the 
curricula of other design disciplines, such as visual informa-
tion, paper and digital publication, application, ui and ux 
design. The issues and the manner of teaching described in 
Six Lessons in Typography… can be reread and adopted to the 
requirements of the times, needs, design discipline and ways 
of teaching (eg. workshops, trainings, curricula). This book is, 
therefore, dedicated not only to teachers, but also to students, 
designers, instructors and all these, who would like to 
develop their skills of constructing efficient visual communi-
cations by means of narratives based on text sequences.

Acknowledgements

Krzysztof Lenk’s invitation to co-author this book came as an 
honor, but also as a responsibility, causing a great deal of 
stress and questions: Will I manage this? Can I do this the way 
Krzysztof would like it to be? Unfortunately, the work on Six 
Lessons in Typography… had to be completed after Professor 
Lenk passed away in May 2018. Despite his illness, the 
Professor had worked on the book almost till the end of his 
days and presented me with carefully prepared materials 
(including the publication layout), which we managed to 
discuss in detail. My work on the book was greatly supported 
by the recorded interviews, in which Krzysztof was talking 
about the typography program with his son, Jack, also 
a graphic designer. Here, I would like to give particular thanks 
to the Professor’s closest family – his wife Ewa and son Jack, 
for their kindness, assistance, collaboration and insights.

Tomasz Bierkowski

1 As apparent from his texts, including such publications as: Podaj 

Pass It On (2020), Krótkie teksty o sztuce projektowania [Short Texts on 

the Art of Design] (2011), To Show. To Explain. To Guide (2011), 

Projekty i bazgroły. Projects and Doodles (2009), and articles in, ia., 

“2+3D” Design Quarterly, Nos. 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 25, 34, 53.

2 In the same vein is the statement about conventions in typography 

made by Dr. Gerry Leonidas of the University of Reading: The 

conventions we are used to are extremely strong. Even in environments 

like a digital newspaper, and it is from a few years back, the conventions 

of a printed document still survive. We are always referring back to the 

hierarchy that the printed document has introduced to us, to the 

relationship between images and text that the printed document has 

introduced to us […] https://ninateka.pl/film/edu-od-ala-ma-kota-do-e-

matury-gerry-leonidas, May 5, 2020

3 Pass It On. Krzysztof Lenk in conversation with Ewa Satalecka, pjait, 

Warsaw 2020, p. 224

4 ibidem

5 ibidem, p. 49

6 The recipient is present in the typography program as early as the 

second semester, in Lesson II. Cf. pp. 51–52

7 Pass It On…, op. cit., p. 271

8 ibidem, p. 163

design goals, to young students constitutes fundamental 
knowledge that will affect their attitude and professional 
conduct. Especially that the approach to teaching typography 
represented by Krzysztof Lenk is still quite rare.

Also his attitude towards the tools and means of production 
of visual communications was well balanced. Importantly, the 
Professor could teach that as well. He wrote: good typography 
is not rooted in the technology of composition or printing, but in 
the complicated processes of human perception. A designer needs 
to understand and accurately apply these principles in order to 
elicit in the reader’s awareness the pleasure of fluent reading and 
the sense of harmony and respect for a dynamic layout of a page7. 
Krzysztof Lenk would say on many occasions that designers 
need to know that their design aims to make a particular 
impression to be registered in the reader’s mind rather
than just to create a nice printed issue8. For the Professor, the 
medium and typographic communication were the means to 
an end – the intended result. Such a goal orientation, focus 
on the recipient and openness to the medium come very 
close to the idea of design thinking.
 
Other characteristic features of the typography program 
presented in Six Lessons in Typography… include, inter alia:
→ Teaching how to work and develop efficient solutions with 

limited measures.
→ Concise composing of image and text, and precise con-

struction of semantic image–text relationships, matching 
the goal of communication.

→ Indicating the visual properties of characters and text no 
so much as content carriers, but foremost as them becom-
ing a communication understood to the recipient.

→ Teaching how to design typographic communications 
based on sequences.

→ Teaching associative thinking.
→ Teaching categorizing and ordering.
→ Teaching creative thinking towards efficient action.
→ Teaching reading experience design based on the analysis 

of potential reading strategies used by the recipient.

The challenge to the perception of design subjects is that the 
recipient’s attention (mainly students), more or less con-
sciously, focuses on the visual effects of assignments while 
neglecting two important issues. Firstly, the context of 
department or faculty curriculum, including the frequency of 
classes and number of hours dedicated to particular subjects, 
as well as the teaching methods. In order to bring closer the 
content of Six Lessons in Typography…, let me quote Lenk’s 
statement concerning the specifics of risd typography 
teaching program: In the mid-eighties, the risd program 
divided the course of typography into three stages of teaching, in 
three semesters (the total of two hundred and forty hours in the 
studio, plus the homework). Each stage consisted of the lectures 
on history and theory of typography as well as the design work in 
the studio. The first semester (the fall semester of the second 
year) and third semester (in the third year) both had sixty 
contact hours, and the second semester (the spring semester of 
the second year) – a hundred and twenty hours. Our department 
had always followed the assumption that the accurately used 
typographic means make images out of words (type as an image). 
Therefore, our typography classes (except some assignments in 
the second semester) did not merge texts with illustrations – 
other classes covered this area9. 

The second issue hindering the understanding of design 
subjects curricula is the so-called iceberg effect. It is forgotten 
that the artefacts created in the didactic process do not reveal 
the complete content of classes or didactic methods. Simi-
larly to the said iceberg, what is crucial to students, teachers 
and potential employers is hidden “under the surface”: such 
matters as design process, generated knowledge and newly 
acquired skills. Lenk’s lessons in typography contain 
a well-balanced selection of – first and foremost – logically 
connected points. The Professor perceived the topics of 
assignments as secondary and built them around particular 
issues, which constituted basics for assignments. Although 
many of the readers may find that a truism, a large group of 
teachers still focus their classes on topics, patchworked and 
overestimated in didactic value or remote from the declared 
content of the curricula. In Krzysztof Lenk’s assignments, 
there was no place for such an attitude, along with empty 
creation, undefined attractiveness of final results, wrongly 
understood experiment, pursuit of ineffective or purely formal 
solutions, interesting only for their artistic qualities. A foun-
dation of every assignment was the precise instruction given 

7
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10 Cf. Y.N. Harari, 21 Lessons for the 21st Century, Random House 2018,  

p. 335, after: C.N. Davidson, The New Education. How to Revolutionize 

the University to Prepare Students for a World in Flux, New York 2017

11 In the conversation with Jack Lenk, 2018
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This book has a long history. I always knew the typographic 
projects created by my students at risd held a special value. 
This was true not only because we had particularly talented 
young people, but also because we had a well thought-out 
program in the department, which guided their development 
and gave them a solid foundation for a considered use of 
graphic means of communication.

The archives of works that I had collected for years, 
encouraged me to analyze the program which led to such 
interesting examples. In doing so, I decided to share my 
process for teaching typography with those who might be 
interested. A presentation format needed to be found. It took 
a long time to come up with one which I thought was 
appropriate. I wanted to showcase groupings of assignments 
which relate to important elements of the typographer’s 
awareness. In this way arose the concept of lesson-chapters.

The realization of this project was interrupted by other, more 
urgent publications, such as work on the book Pass It On 
(2020) and then by my progressive illness. Only recently did 
I manage to work on these Lessons…, albeit for a short time.  
It would not have been possible without the help of my son, 
Jack and wife, Ewa. Jack collected, developed and wrote many 
texts under my dictation, which he translated into English.  
He will remain, in a sense, a guardian of this book. I thank 
him for that. 

Tomasz Bierkowski, an outstanding typographer and 
educator – without whom this book would not appear at 
all – has undertaken the the writing of substantive comments 
summarizing each lesson. His texts became the second voice 
in this book. At the same time, he edited it and designed it 
graphically. I am very grateful to him for such a large 
contribution of work and for bringing this project to 
publication.

This is the last project in my life, and to all who contributed 
its realization, I again want to thank very much.

Krzysztof Lenk
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to particular assignments and use them in the didactic 
process. This book, therefore, accompanied by Prof. Tomasz 
Bierkowski’s commentary, is an exceptional tool for all typog-
raphy teachers or those who want to master this difficult craft 
on their own. 

Jacek Mrowczyk

Associate Professor at the Academy of Fine Arts and Design 
in Katowice 
Senior Critic at Rhode Island School of Design, Providence

1 See Lessons..., p. 13

2 K. Lenk in the interview for the “2+3d” Design Quarterly, “2+3d” 

No. 3, p. 11

Presenting typographic assignments designed by Professor 
Krzysztof Lenk at the turn of the century, this book consti-
tutes a brilliantly developed collection of universal principles 
regarding the design of layout, hierarchy of information, 
applying typeface, and the use of white space – from interg-
lyph spaces to margins. The scope of these assignments goes 
beyond formal means and involves the analysis of included 
content. The final effect, therefore, depends on numerous 
factors for students’ consideration. The assignments are 
universal and can be efficiently used today.

The Graphic Design curriculum of Rhode Island School of 
Design, where Prof. Lenk was teaching in the years 1982–2010, 
no longer exists in the form described in this book. Typogra-
phy, however, remains a vital area of risd’s program and the 
entire faculty dedicate many didactic hours to this subject. 
Lenk wrote: the typography curriculum was constantly adapting 
to the revolutionary changes in typesetting – and so it is today. 
Krzysztof Lenk described his vision of typography education 
and the related issues in the interview for the “2+3d” Design 
Quarterly back in 2002: The arrival of new media and the 
resulting fast changes in social communication are not reflected 
as critical analysis in the [risd] curriculum, because it is hard to 
find experts to conduct it on the appropriate level. The changes 
to the program proposed by Prof. Lenk back then were actu-
ally introduced after he had left risd. Typography, especially 
in the third semester, is currently perceived as a dynamically 
changing structure connected with reading of textual con-
tent across media. It can be both static and dynamic (type in 
motion) and introduce complex and layered meanings across 
multiple platforms in interactive or hypertext projects using 
letters as part of a system. 

This is not the first book by Krzysztof Lenk. His previous pub-
lications include a 2010 volume accompanying the exhibition 
of his students’ works in the area of information design  
To Show. To Explain. To Guide, which comes as a great didactic 
aid in designing visual elaboration of processes, diagrams, 
data visualization and infographics. 

The typography section of publishing market is filled with 
books about history of type, its classification and terminology, 
even the principles of typesetting. Still, there are few publica-
tions providing clear instruction how to apply this knowledge 

Foreword
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experimental forms. These can be large-format (b1) typo-
graphic layouts or complicated multi-threaded monographic 
albums about designers or artists. This study aims at match-
ing adequately designed typographic forms to the conveyed 
content, and searching for highly original solutions.

The underlying objective of risd’s typography program is 
developing students’ awareness that a typographic form 
communicates and, when used properly, changes the simple 
act of reading into an aesthetic experience, enhancing the 
process of perceiving the meaning. All teachers involved with 
the curriculum have sought to achieve this goal. 

 When I was teaching at risd, from 1982 to 2010, the typogra-
phy curriculum was constantly adapting to the revolutionary 
changes in typesetting, editing and reproduction methods 
arising in the late 1980s with the development and accessibil-
ity of computer technologies. Today’s students find it hard to 
believe that it used to be impossible to change typefaces 
from Bodoni to Garamond with a few clicks, and there was no 
monitor to see all of that happen.

Previously, layout design required the well-grounded knowl-
edge of a complicated workshop. The first fittings were made 
in placeholder text or were hand-drawn in order to determine 
the setting parameters. The precisely edited text was 
uploaded into a computer typesetter which produced a long 
band of paper or film. This band was cut into sections and 
paragraphs to be further assembled by gluing onto the 
previously printed light blue pages and spreads. The layouts, 
assembled on cardboard, were used for negative photo 
reproduction 1:1, later exposed into black-and-white positives 
on the ozalid reproduction machine. Every mistake was 
difficult and costly to fix, and the entire laborious process 
required incredible focus and precision. It was therefore 
necessary to separate the conceptual stage with its prelimi-
nary sketches, tracing paper layouts and mock prototypes, 
which were subjected to discussion and assessment, from 
the execution stage, where one had to be sure about the 
intended result.

In the late 1980s, when Apple computers had more storage 
capacity and larger 16-inch screens (!), three programs 
became available: Page Maker, Illustrator and Photoshop, 

which allowed for typesetting, illustration processing and 
page assembly on the computer screen. And so started the 
revolution, which is still in progress today. Soon, the Depart-
ment had 55 computers available to students in several labs 
open 24/7, and 75% of the Department’s budget was used to 
upkeep the computers, printers and scanners as well as for 
constant software updates. It was apparent the school would 
go bankrupt shortly.

Therefore, we changed the model of computer use. At that 
point, the school started to purchase Apple laptops and 
Adobe software and font libraries in bulk, at a considerable 
discount. Starting the second year, students buy computers 
from the school on credit payable over three years in small 
monthly installments. All buildings in the school were 
equipped with wifi connections, and the school provides 
scanners, printers and large screens to all classrooms.

Now, students are under the impression that typography is 
easy, which makes it increasingly hard to convince them that 
the conceptual and creative stage of design is something else 
than the production stage on the computer screen. But this is 
a topic for another essay – about teaching typography in the 
era of computers.

Krzysztof Lenk

*) the text refers to the years 1982–2010 when Prof. Krzysztof Lenk 

taught at the Rhode Island School of Design

Rhode Island School of Design (risd) in Providence, Rhode 
Island, is over 140 years old. Much as other American schools 
and universities, it is organized in the fashion of the English 
College. Studies are conducted in particular departments, 
where students take classes and receive credits. The majority 
of practical and theoretical classes are compulsory. Beside 
them, there are elective courses, available in the student’s 
primary department as well as other departments. In order to 
receive the title of Bachelor of Fine Arts (in Graphic Design), 
one must collect the total number of points specified in 
Graduation Requirements. 

risd also conducts separate mfa programs. The school has 
about 2400 students, including 2000 on the bfa and 400 on 
the mfa level.

Design schools in the United States provide the study of 
variety of subjects and assignments in classes led by experts. 
This is distinctly different than the more traditional system of 
years-long studies of apprenticeship in a Master’s studio, 
common in some schools in Poland and until recently across 
Europe.

The four year bfa (Bachelor of Fine Arts) program is divided 
into two parts. First, there is a one year preliminary program, 
mandatory for all freshmen, called the Foundation Year 
Program. It involves an intensive study of 2d and 3d compo-
sition, drawing, along with a very broad course of art history.

After the first common year, students choose three-year 
specialization studies in one of the art or design departments. 
The departments are grouped in three Divisions: Design and 
Architecture; Fine Arts; and Liberal Arts including historical 
sciences, social sciences, language and literature studies. 
Each Division is headed by a Dean. An academic year con-
sists of 30 study weeks divided into three semesters. The 
spring and fall semesters include 12 study weeks each, and 
the shorter winter semester has only six.

The Graphic Design Department admits 60–70 new students 
every year, which sums up to 180–210 students in the three 
years of bfa studies. The numbers are fluid and change from 

year to year. A separate part of the department – the two-year 
mfa degree program – admits 12 to 15 students per year.

The typography curriculum is included in the group of com-
pulsory subjects and spread over three semesters. Students 
meet once per week for a five-hour studio class, which sums 
up to 60 didactic hours per term. This shifts in the spring 
semester for the second year students, when they have 
classes twice per week, which adds up to 120 hours in that 
term. The sum of typographic studies totals 240 studio hours. 
As the risd Policy restricts the number of students in studio 
classes to 15 in the second year and 12 in the third and fourth 
years, classes are conducted in four or five parallel sections 
led by various instructors. Hence the need for a common 
curriculum detailing the objectives and means, as well as 
listing the skills students must master by the end of each 
semester. The creative execution of this curriculum lies in the 
hands of individual professors.

One of the Department’s fundamental didactic assumptions 
is the inseparability of professional knowledge and skills. The 
instructor is therefore obliged to present the design assign-
ments in a broader methodological and historical context. 
Thus, every studio meeting starts with an introductory lecture, 
and students are assigned obligatory professional readings 
for credit.
 
Typography i is dedicated to the practical knowledge of 
typefaces and to constructing various typographic composi-
tions on a single page. The assignments start from very basic 
layout elements and conclude with very advanced designs.

Typography ii, held twice per week, is dedicated to typo-
graphic layouts spreading across time and space of multiple 
pages. The final project usually consists of a printed and 
bound book or a similarly assembled time-space form.

Typography iii is taught in the third year spring semester, 
when students have already taken the Making Meaning class 
with introduction to semiotics, and training on informed 
construction of signs and visual meanings. This class aims to 
expand students’ typographic experience with more open or 

About the program* 13
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A typographer, like a musician, is not created in a day – or 
a semester, a year, or even a decade. Practice, time, skill, and 
human experience are all factors involved in the evolutionary 
process of becoming a typographer. Initially the structures 
are set forth and revealed. Later they are built upon and 
mastered, all the while being infused with creative inquiry and 
experimentation. Finally, a voice begins to emerge that 
combines its history of practice and performance into 
a unique and personal expression.

To teach typography is not to teach an aesthetic truth but to 
develop a way of approaching the page, of understanding the 
relationship between form and content, of seeking the nature 
of meaning. It was once said that typography is the art of 
using black to bring out whiteness. The surface of the page is 
a partner to the text in the creation of meaning through visual 
language. Typography is not an additive process of visual 
devices and conventions. Instead, it is a process by which the 
text is brought out from within the page. All possibilities exist 
below the surface. A typographer’s task is to reveal these 
possibilities.

Music / typography is a structure of interrelated parts
We begin with a single note / letter. It is an image, a structure 
isolated from a larger whole, a personality exerting its inde-
pendence. We learn to recognize its visual resonance and to 
see it as an element within a system of larger formal features: 
weight, serifs, angles, curves etc.

do / re / mi / fa / sol / la / si / do
a b c d e f g h I i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
Notes / letters are combined within a larger whole.  
The structure is expanding and possibilities for expression 
grow. The eye, like the ear, must be trained to recognize the 
invisible as well as the visible. It is silence that defines sound.

Now we are given a context. The combination of notes / 
letters, silence / space communicate an intention, a mood or 
feeling, a message. Meaning derives from form. Rhythm, 
texture, repetition, and isolation identify the structure and 
define its form. It is this form that serves as the expression of 
meaning.

Complex compositions evolve. Harmonies and layers of 
sounds / texts create narratives of time and space. Through-
out the progression the system has expanded and grown 
more complex in both form and content. But the emphasis is 
not on a change in quality but in quantity. Each element 
retains a certain richness and depth of voice, combining 
within a larger system to communicate a message.

In the end each student will develop a unique sensitivity and 
will choose his own tools as well as his own aesthetic. There 
are no aesthetic truths: only the relationship between form 
and content and the intention of the message to be commu-
nicated. We are not teaching the truth of typography but 
rather the truth in typography. Typography is a state of mind 
and should be taught as such.

Krzysztof Lenk

Essay published in “Spirals Journal”, 1991 presenting the pedagogical 
approach of the Graphic Design Department at Rhode Island School of 
Design

Letters are not a truth but a resemblance.
Plato 

HUMAN BRAIN MAP

N70.A693.c2

RISD | Fall 2009 | Information Design | Prof. Krzysztof Lenk | Dawa Chung

Perception of 
typographic layout 
is a complex process 
of reading and 
understanding the text 
whose form affects 
interpretation of the 
content. 

Both hemispheres of 
human brain, the left 
controlling rational 
processing and the 
right responsible for 
form and emotions, 
operate in perfect 
harmony.

Typography is a State of Mind14
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a necessary 

condition for anything 

the human mind is to 

understand.

Arrangements such 

as the layout of a city or building, a set of tools, a display 

of merchandise, the verbal expression of facts or ideas, or 

a painting or a piece of music are called orderly when an 

observer can grasp their overall 

structure and 

ramification of the structure in some 

detail. 
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ORDER

it possible to 

focus on what is alike and what is different, what 

belongs together and what is different, what 

belongs together and what is segregated. 

When nothing superfluous is included and nothing indis-

pensable is left out, one can understand the 

relation of the 

whole to its 

parts, as well as the 

hierarchic scale of importance and power 

by which some structural features are dominant, other 

subordinate.

-Arnheim
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Order
is a necessary condition for anything the human mind is to

understand.
Arrangements such as the layout of a city or building, a set 
of tools, a display of merchandise, the verbal expression of 
facts or ideas, or a painting or a piece of music are called 
orderly when an observer can grasp their overall 

structure
and ramification of the structure in some detail. Order makes 
it possible to 

focus
on what is alike and what is different, what belongs together 
and what is different, what belongs together and what is
segregated. When nothing superfluous is included and nothing 

indispensible 

is left out, one can understand the relation of the whole to 
its parts, as well as the

hierarchic 
scale of importance and power by which some structural 
features are dominant, other subordinate.

-Arnheim

Order is a necessary condition for anything the 
human mind is to understand. Arrangements such 
as the layout of a city or building, a set of tools, 
a display of merchandise, the verbal exposition  
of facts or ideas, or a painting or piece of music are 
called orderly when an observer or listener can 
grasp their overall structure and the ramification  
of the structure in some detail. Order makes it 
possible to focus on what is alike and what  
is different, what belongs together and what is 
segregated. When nothing superfluous is included 
and nothing indispensable left out, one can 
understand the interrelation of the whole and its 
parts, as well as the hierarchic scale of importance 
and power by which some structural features are 
dominant, others subordinate.

The above text written by 
Rudof Arnheim is crucial to 
understanding typography 
as an organized system 
of logically interrelated 
elements. 

The two designs on the left 
are examples of different 
interpretation of the same 
text. Each of them has 
distinct characteristics.

Rudolf Arnheim
Entrophy
and The Art

16
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Typography depends on 
appropriate relations 
between the black and 
the white elements of the 
layout. This specific 
composition is built 
around a horizontal axis, 
separating the white and 
the black areas. Elements 
situated in these areas 
(letters and texts) create 
the illusion of depth and 
thereby emphasize the 
associations with memo-
rable seaside views.

18 19Lesson I → On black and white

Black and white define each other. The classic example is Yin 
& Yang. It has both tension and balance. The goal of this 
chapter and assignment is for students to familiarize them-
selves with the game of playing with black and white, and 
subsequently to begin to see how this can bridge into more 
practical applications. 
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Positive/negative letters. 
In the example on the left, 
the letter T is strong, direct 
and dominant, while on 
the right, it is subtle and 
symbolic, rather implied. 
Designing the layout relies 
upon balancing out the 
dynamic tension between 
elements in search for their 
harmonious relations.

The three variants of the 
layout present the subtle 
differences in the perceived 
sharpness of the edge and 
the relative brightness of the 
white spaces between par-
ticular elements. The con-
trast appears lower towards 
the softer corner and ragged 
edge, while it enhances 
along regular edges. Each 
layout provides for different 
expression based on the 
same components.

21Lesson I → On black and white
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The assignment in 
combining three 
elements: a large black 
letter, grey block of text 
and white background. 
Its objective was 
designing a dynamic 
composition, suggestive 
of motion.

In this assignment, students 
were instructed to use 
typographic means as a raw 
material for a purely formal 
composition, accounting 
for the mutual relations of 
gravities and the texture of its 
elements in a more artistic or 
interpretative way.

23Lesson I → On black and white22



Designs on the neigh-
boring page serve to 
compare the contrast 
in texts set in different 
typefaces and sizes, 
using different leading 
and interglyph spaces. 
Each of the four param-
eters determines the 
perception of differ-
ences in the greyscale 
and gravity of composi-
tion on the page.

On the right, the same 
text in three different 
gravities composed as 
one layout.

Lesson I → On black and white 2524 Lesson I → On black and white
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The subsequent assignments in Lesson I gradually become 
more complicated; the scope of the studied relationships 
between black and white expands: from operating on texts of 
similar density, and therefore comparable typographic color, 
to the more dynamic and complex layouts with strong domi-
nants, which build contrasts. The required discipline and 
focus are also intended to equip students with the ability of 
detecting nuances and conscious use of typographic means 
and parameters in creating optimum quality of the visual 
communication. This constitutes a fundamental skill set of 
the future designer, as much as music students need the 
ability of playing the sounds in a given tempo, key and tone, 
while the knowledge of notes allows them to read and inter-
pret the scores, and eventually – to compose or perform 
a musical piece. Speaking of a different medium: the added 
value of Lesson I is the adaptability to dynamic narratives, 
possibly accounting for the questions of motion, time and 
sequence. 

Although the assignments included in the lesson On black 
and white may seem to be purely formal, the knowledge and 
experience they provide will translate directly into the good 
quality of students’ work on applied designs. The value of 
teaching page composition with typographic means along 
with understanding how black and white affect each other 
cannot be overestimated. It will facilitate the design of 
communications much more elaborate for their: goal, type, 
medium, content complexity and its structure. One could say 
that the potential knowledge derived from the assignments 
included in the lesson On black and white is fundamental to 
understanding the specifics of visual language, with text as 
the main construction material, and to learning how to use 
this language. 

For most of us, text, word, sentence or individual characters 
are merely carriers of content recorded and read solely by 
means of our knowledge of alphabet. The readers are usually 
not aware that the visual form of a text communication also 
makes meanings, and when used properly – achieves its 
communication goal. What it worse, students who begin their 
education are equally unaware of this fact. Moreover, a fresh-
man of graphic design often doesn’t know that all the layout 
components are involved in the perception of the constituted 
message. There is also a simple technical thing: constructing 
a page, students lay its elements out on a flat sheet of paper 
or a document drafted in a graphic program. The resulting 
format is therefore erroneously treated as a mere background 
or/and a physical carrier of content. For these reasons, it is 
vital to teach students to work on the layout by means of all 
its equal components, accounting for their properties. In the 
case of Lesson I, the components will be black and white. One 
of its objectives is making students aware that these two 
colors – especially in the object–background relationship – 
affect each other and thereby determine legibility and read- 
ability of the whole text as much as an individual character. 
This fact is of key importance to the future designers of 
publications, fonts, as well as logotypes and pictograms. 

A problem faced by every typography teacher is making 
students aware of the above as early in their education 
process as possible. Krzysztof Lenk’s lesson On black and 
white (purposefully numbered as Lesson I) teaches things 
fundamental to the education of visual communication 
designers: the possible semantic and formal relationships 
among the components of typographic layout, and their 
potential effects on the quality a typographic communication. 
What is more, the assignments included in the lesson  
On black and white work to destereotype text and characters in 
a layout. The character is no longer treated by the student 
solely as a graphic image of a letter, and the text – as a literal 
carrier of content. They become abstract forms, building 
material for a logically ordered system, facilitating the reading 
process. Moreover, students consciously learn and familiarize 
themselves with typographic means, such as: character, word, 
text, typeface, margin, format, blank space, and start treating 
them as construction material for layout. Changing the 
parameters of typographic means and analyzing the mutual 
relationships of the resulting typographic qualities in refer-
ence to the layout system, the future graphic designer starts 
to perceive them as material to build a communication.

On black and white is also a lesson in observation and making 
the eye sensitive to detail. The included assignments help 
students answer the questions:
→  How do black and white affect each other, as they make up 

the typographic color of the text?
→  What are the possible relationships of this color with other 

components of the typographic layout?
→  What typographic qualities result from the change of 

typographic parameters (type size, leading, interword and 
interglyph spaces)? 

→  What is the role of contrast in the typographic layout? 
→  What builds contrast and how can it affect the formal and 

semantic quality of the message? 

Commentary to Lesson I Lesson I → On black and white Lesson I → On black and white



The essential material of typography is text, which carries 
content. The goal of the assignments in this chapter is to 
most rapidly familiarize students with the characteristics of 
type forms, and their composition to achieve certain 
expressions.

Overlaying several typefaces 
allows to instantly see and 
compare the differences of 
their graphic and structural 
characteristics. This simple 
method facilitates understand-
ing of what seems difficult    
and confusing to inexperi-
enced students and designers.  

2928 Lesson II → On letters



Original Renaissance Garamond 
typeface set along its modified 
form, designed by John 
Baskerville. Over the 150 years 
since Garamond design, many 
factors have influenced the 
possibilities of designing more 
precise and formally diverse 
typefaces. These include: better 
quality of printing presses, 
technological development of 
type foundry, smoother hot press 
paper, improved printing paints 
and transition to Baroque which 
emphasized the richness of form.

Traditional comparison of four 
typefaces in historical order 
presenting the evolution of type 
design over the centuries.

31Lesson II → On letters30Lesson II → On letters



Anna Castleton Corey
06.15.90

HAnnAH  HAHn
August 2, 1990

Cindi  Lee
03.29.90

Anna

 

    
Wexler01

 2189
Based on the knowledge 
acquired in the course 
of previous experiments, 
students were instructed 
to design a simple visit-
ing card with their own 
name, surname and date 
of birth.

Laura Ellen Cunningham

Laura Ellen Cunningham

Laura Ellen Cunningham

Adobe Garamond Pro, Reg.

Adobe Jenson Pro, Reg.

Bembo Std, Reg.

Laura Ellen Cunningham
Adobe Caslon Pro, Reg.

Laura Ellen Cunningham
Palatino, Roman

Laura Ellen Cunningham
Dante MT Std, Reg.

Laura Ellen Cunningham
Janson Text LT Std, 55 Roman

Laura Ellen Cunningham
ITC Legacy Std, Book

Laura Ellen Cunningham
Chapparal Pro, Reg.

Laura Ellen Cunningham
Berling Light Std, Roman

Students’ assignment involved 
writing their names in the orig-
inal Garamond typeface and its 
numerous derivatives, scarce 
on the market. Although some 
differences seem too subtle in 
the small scale, at considerable 
augmentation they are multiplied 
and have stronger effect.

Different styles of one typeface 
frequently provide a variety of 
glyph weights which affect the 
expression of design. Other 
parameters, equally significant in 
this context, include ia. interg-
lyph and interword spacing and 
uppercase letters. Students must 
master the skill of operating with 
these typographic means and 
controlling their use.

3332 Lesson II → On lettersLesson II → On letters



Students studied the characteristics of 
typographic styles by means of layouts referring 
to the aesthetics of the epoch, in which the 
analyzed typeface was designed. 

The assignment involved designing Claude 
Garamond’s visiting card in the style of 
Renaissance typographers, as Garamond and his 
contemporaries likely would.

3534 Lesson II → On lettersLesson II → On letters



Students were 
instructed to design 
a jazz concert poster 
using solely the 
Garamond typeface. 
The results varied 
considerably, which 
made students 
aware that even 
a Renaissance typeface 
could potentially be 
used for designing 
a contemporary visual 
language.

3736 Lesson II → On lettersLesson II → On letters



In 2006, it was reported 
[7] that mobile phone 
users suffer much more 
serious lesions than non-
users, in case of being 
struck by lightning dur-
ing an electrical storm. 
Cell phones do not, how-
ever, present the danger 
of a land line during an 
electrical storm; whereas 
wires can carry a light-
ning strike to a nearby 
telephone user, cell 
phone signals are im-
mune to such danger.

In 2006, it was reported 
[7] that mobile phone 

users suffer much more 
serious lesions than non-

users, in case of being 
struck by lightning during 

an electrical storm. Cell 
phones do not, however, 

present the danger of 
a land line during an 

electrical storm; whereas 
wires can carry a light-
ning strike to a nearby 

telephone user, cell 
phone signals are im-
mune to such danger.

 J e r e m y  P y l e s ,
who started his career as a photographer, describes his first foray into product 
design as an accident. However, his picture-perfect, handblown glass 
creations are anything but. Citing nature as his key influence, 
Pyles strives to create simple, organic, yet interesting forms. 
His signature line of ‘Stamen’ lamps, inspired by the struc-
ture of a flower, have become some of New York’s most highly 

 The complexity of this blended whisky, its amber colour 
(the result of aging in oak casks for a minimum of 18 years), and 
the shape of its distinctive bottle influenced a design far more

intricate than the artist’s previous work. A lay-
ered, interlocking series of five vessels (three of 
which are pictured here), blown in a rich shade 
of amber, the piece not only echoes the Chivas 
Regal 18 appreciation of quality handcrafts-
manship, rich colour and individuality, but is 
also a stand-alone object of beauty, reflecting 
the luxurious essence of the whisky. 

coveted objects. And the success of the lamps led to him launch-
ing his own East Village interiors boutique, Niche Modern, 
which has put him firmly on the city’s design map. Like Chivas 
Regal 18 yea old, one of the world’s finest blends of whisky, 
Niche Modern puts incredible craft and care into its pieces,

its pieces, handmaking each to ensure a truly unique offering. 
But while Pyles is dedicated to producing well-crafted, unique 
products, he took a different approach for his work for Chivas 
Regal 18.

 Jeremy Pyles,

who started his career as a photographer, describes his first foray into product 
design as an accident. However, his picture-perfect, handblown glass creations 
are anything but. Citing nature as his key influence, Pyles strives to create simple, 
organic, yet interesting forms. His signature line of ‘Stamen’ lamps, inspired by the 
structure of a flower, have become some of New York’s most highly coveted objects. 
And the success of the lamps led to him launching his own East Village interiors 
boutique, Niche Modern, which has put him firmly on the city’s design map. Like 
Chivas Regal 18 yea old, one of the world’s finest blends of whisky, Niche Modern 
puts incredible craft and care into its pieces, handmaking each to ensure a truly 
unique offering. But while Pyles is dedicated to producing well-crafted, unique 
products, he took a different approach for his work for Chivas Regal 18.
The complexity of this blended whisky, its amber colour (the result 
of aging in oak casks for a minimum of 18 years), and the shape of 
its distinctive bottle influenced a design far ore intricate than the 
artsit’s previous work. A layered, interlocking series of five vessels 
(three of which are pictured here), blown in a rich shade of amber, 
the piece not only echoes the Chivas Regal 18 appreciation of quality 
handcraftsmanship, rich colour and individuality, but is also a stand-
alone object of beauty, reflecting the luxurious essence of the whisky. 

 Tobias Wong,

has fast become one of the hottest new addi-
tions to New York’s dynamic design scene. 
Cleverly walking the line between concep-
tual art and product design, Wong has cre-
ated an impressive, and often controversial, 
breadth of work known for its humor and 
irony. The designer’s irreverent style was evi-
dent from the start, when the young graduate 
of New York’s Cooper Union art school rein-
vented Philippe Starck’s ‘Bubble Club’ chair 
as a lamp. Since then, Wong has continually 
drawn parallels between art and design in 
his signature tongue-in-cheek style, creat-
ing everything from a bulletproof rose cor-
sage to a rubber dipped chandelier. More 
than his penchant for innovation and wit, his 
luxury materials has earned him many design 
masters or creating proprietary pieces, Wong  

commitment to both practicality and  
accolades. Whether rethinking classics by      
values both form and function equally, 
with an emphasis on elegance. It is this, as 
well as a love for the indulgent, that makes 
him the perfect artist to express the luxuri-
ous essence and opulent escapism of Chi-
vas Regal 18 year old. 

Using the largest single, classic, round crystal stones that Swarovski had to offer, Wong created an origi-
nal crystal chandelier installation that appear to flow down from the ceiling, reflecting the flow of whisky 
being poured from the bottle. Hovering just an inch above the table, the chandelier has an elegant, captivat-
ing presence that commands attention for its sheer opulence and ability to capture and refract natural light.

Letter is the quantitative element 
of text. Students must develop 
flexibility and creativity in working 
with paragraphs. This assignment 
introduces students to manipulating 
with paragraphs as integral units of 
design. The arrangement of para-
graphs can provide the typographic 
layout with certain expression and 
thereby amplify its message. 

‘As I became more interesed in type design, I became aware of his typefaces, which 
felt like a second encountr. His non-calligraphic approach interested me a lot. For  
example,  the  stencils  he  ade to quickly sketch the basic characters of Electra and 
Falcon made a lot of sense to me. It appealed to my own ideas that I was developing 
at the time about how letters could be constructed. Until then, all the information 
I was able to gather about drawing letters was from a calligraphic point of view. It 
was all about stroke order and writing from left to right. My brain doesn’t work 
in a linear way. So Dwiggins’s modular approach to letter drawing appealed to me 
and confirmed  my ideas that there are different ways to approach type design.

Prensa (2003), possibly Highsmith’s most 
successful typeface to date, originated as a commis-
sioned magazine typeface but then – when dumped 
by the art director after a revamp – became a personal 
project. Prensa explores the possibilities of a creating a 
tension, or contradiction, between the outside and the 
inside curves of the characters. Highsmith consciously 
borrowed this device from W. A. Dwiggins, who first 
used it in his bookface Electra (1935). ‘I am not an ex-
pert on Dwiggins,’ says Highsmith, ‘but I’ve spent time 
looking at his work. When I first came across his work, I 
was attracted to his relationship with tools and mate-
rials. When he needed to design something, he drew it. 
When he needed a tool, he made it. He seemed to have 
built a visual world for himself where he could tinker.

‘Finally, I looked closely at his work for a third time in 
regards to his approach to form and counterform. Since 
I was young, my approach to drawing has been based 
around negative space. I learnt it from my mother who 
is an artist. The lesson came one day when I was frus-
trated that my drawings of trees never really looked like 
trees. They just looked like a bunch of lines. I could not 
get a feel of the shape or structure of a tree. She taught 
me to draw the shapes between the branches instead of 
the branches themselves. When you do that, you quickly 
come a lot closer to actually drawing something resem-
bles a tree. When I am drawing letters, I use the same 
approach. I am drawing the white shapes not the black 
strokes. So the relationship between the white shapes 
on the inside of the character and the outside of the 
character is something I am very interested in. I think 
Dwiggins had a similar interest so I studied his work 

from this point of view.’
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And here is another painting with 
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with everything else slightly changed. 
Judging by a dusting of crumbs, the 

hard roll is going stale; the pie looks 
depleted and tired. The wine glass 
is upside down, and a gilded cup, a 

gaudy addition, lies on its side. A nap-
kin appears to have been discarded, 

as if the diner had rushed away. There 
is an atmostphere of interruption, even 

alarm.
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 J e r e m y  P y l e s ,
who started his career as a photographer, describes his first foray into product 
design as an accident. However, his picture-perfect, handblown glass 
creations are anything but. Citing nature as his key influence, 
Pyles strives to create simple, organic, yet interesting forms. 
His signature line of ‘Stamen’ lamps, inspired by the struc-
ture of a flower, have become some of New York’s most highly 

 The complexity of this blended whisky, its amber colour 
(the result of aging in oak casks for a minimum of 18 years), and 
the shape of its distinctive bottle influenced a design far more

intricate than the artist’s previous work. A lay-
ered, interlocking series of five vessels (three of 
which are pictured here), blown in a rich shade 
of amber, the piece not only echoes the Chivas 
Regal 18 appreciation of quality handcrafts-
manship, rich colour and individuality, but is 
also a stand-alone object of beauty, reflecting 
the luxurious essence of the whisky. 

coveted objects. And the success of the lamps led to him launch-
ing his own East Village interiors boutique, Niche Modern, 
which has put him firmly on the city’s design map. Like Chivas 
Regal 18 yea old, one of the world’s finest blends of whisky, 
Niche Modern puts incredible craft and care into its pieces,

its pieces, handmaking each to ensure a truly unique offering. 
But while Pyles is dedicated to producing well-crafted, unique 
products, he took a different approach for his work for Chivas 
Regal 18.

 Jeremy Pyles,

who started his career as a photographer, describes his first foray into product 
design as an accident. However, his picture-perfect, handblown glass creations 
are anything but. Citing nature as his key influence, Pyles strives to create simple, 
organic, yet interesting forms. His signature line of ‘Stamen’ lamps, inspired by the 
structure of a flower, have become some of New York’s most highly coveted objects. 
And the success of the lamps led to him launching his own East Village interiors 
boutique, Niche Modern, which has put him firmly on the city’s design map. Like 
Chivas Regal 18 yea old, one of the world’s finest blends of whisky, Niche Modern 
puts incredible craft and care into its pieces, handmaking each to ensure a truly 
unique offering. But while Pyles is dedicated to producing well-crafted, unique 
products, he took a different approach for his work for Chivas Regal 18.
The complexity of this blended whisky, its amber colour (the result 
of aging in oak casks for a minimum of 18 years), and the shape of 
its distinctive bottle influenced a design far ore intricate than the 
artsit’s previous work. A layered, interlocking series of five vessels 
(three of which are pictured here), blown in a rich shade of amber, 
the piece not only echoes the Chivas Regal 18 appreciation of quality 
handcraftsmanship, rich colour and individuality, but is also a stand-
alone object of beauty, reflecting the luxurious essence of the whisky. 

 Tobias Wong,

has fast become one of the hottest new addi-
tions to New York’s dynamic design scene. 
Cleverly walking the line between concep-
tual art and product design, Wong has cre-
ated an impressive, and often controversial, 
breadth of work known for its humor and 
irony. The designer’s irreverent style was evi-
dent from the start, when the young graduate 
of New York’s Cooper Union art school rein-
vented Philippe Starck’s ‘Bubble Club’ chair 
as a lamp. Since then, Wong has continually 
drawn parallels between art and design in 
his signature tongue-in-cheek style, creat-
ing everything from a bulletproof rose cor-
sage to a rubber dipped chandelier. More 
than his penchant for innovation and wit, his 
luxury materials has earned him many design 
masters or creating proprietary pieces, Wong  

commitment to both practicality and  
accolades. Whether rethinking classics by      
values both form and function equally, 
with an emphasis on elegance. It is this, as 
well as a love for the indulgent, that makes 
him the perfect artist to express the luxuri-
ous essence and opulent escapism of Chi-
vas Regal 18 year old. 

Using the largest single, classic, round crystal stones that Swarovski had to offer, Wong created an origi-
nal crystal chandelier installation that appear to flow down from the ceiling, reflecting the flow of whisky 
being poured from the bottle. Hovering just an inch above the table, the chandelier has an elegant, captivat-
ing presence that commands attention for its sheer opulence and ability to capture and refract natural light.
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S E O
Y E O N 
H O N G

      2 College Street #940
      Providence, Rhode Island 02903

 

Students were instructed to 
design their own stationery 
including a logo, visiting card 
and letterhead. This basic visual 
identity system should inform 
the recipient how a given person 
would like to be perceived. 
Among the described assign-
ments, this one is the most prag-
matic – as business commission, 
it must be clear and structured.

 R EN ÉE CHAN
2 College St. #304

            Providence, RI 02903
      (401)-338-8029

               r chan@g.risd.edu

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Cras congue accumsan felis. Aliquam erat volutpat. Proin tin-
cidunt. Sed magna elit, aliquet in, scelerisque eget, aliquet 
elementum, lorem. Proin quis arcu ut quam blandit dapibus. In 
vitae nibh id diam scelerisque pellentesque. Donec placerat 
elementum ligula. Nulla condimentum, neque sed feugiat vo-
lutpat, mauris lorem mattis ante, in laoreet nulla erat sit 
amet orci. Morbi sit amet enim et lectus viverra ornare. Cum 
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, 
nascetur ridiculus mus. Aliquam feugiat. Nulla erat mauris, 
varius id, luctus a, ultricies eu, sem. Vestibulum nisl. 
Etiam arcu turpis, placerat vel, pharetra non, porttitor a, 
orci. Vivamus vehicula, enim et lacinia varius, lacus nisl 
vehicula lectus, vitae commodo tortor risus sed ante. Morbi 
wisi. Mauris ullamcorper. Ut sit amet eros.

Vivamus turpis. Aenean sed dolor. Nulla iaculis velit ut 
orci. Donec nibh arcu, tristique et, tempor vitae, pellen-
tesque id, diam. Donec dictum. Duis erat neque, euismod in, 
feugiat vel, imperdiet non, lectus. Fusce dignissim mattis 
mi. Quisque a ligula ac purus elementum aliquam. Nulla faci-
lisi. Donec eget wisi. Nam a sem a sem scelerisque hendrerit. 

Pellentesque felis risus, varius sed, mattis vitae, pre-
tium in, neque. Nulla urna ante, euismod et, iaculis eget, 
posuere sit amet, urna. Mauris mattis condimentum turpis. 
Proin elementum nisl sit amet leo. Praesent egestas sceleris-
que nunc. Cras tempus sem id mi. Sed risus. Suspendisse nisl. 
Quisque tristique lobortis turpis. Vestibulum iaculis congue 
sem. Donec eu ligula hendrerit lacus sollicitudin ornare. 
Etiam vitae sapien. Suspendisse non neque ut sapien auctor 
rutrum. Sed pulvinar, erat in euismod dignissim, risus odio 
convallis lacus, a pulvinar orci justo non risus. Nullam li-
bero. Integer vehicula. Vestibulum dolor. Integer dui diam, 
feugiat in, pulvinar eget, auctor in, massa.

Fusce nec justo non sem egestas eleifend. Phasellus sit 
amet erat quis nunc pharetra congue. Pellentesque a arcu ut 
augue tempus consectetuer. Nam sit amet pede. Morbi nulla ri-
sus, tempus a, sodales vitae, euismod sit amet, metus. Donec 
vulputate, nibh nec sodales dapibus, odio neque facilisis mi, 

kTkTkkTk 159 Prospect Apt 1
210•296 1841
tostorga@risd.edu
www.tostorga.com

RISD StudentRISD Student

Tania OstorgaTania Ostorga

 R ENÉE CHAN
2 College St. #304

            Providence, RI 02903
      (401)-338-8029

               r chan@g.risd.edu

12B Block 3
1 King’s Park Rise
Kowloon
Hong Kong

10th November 2008

Dear Chloe, 
Is quas core pel idunt velis veri beruptatis ex es es magnim harume alita dit 
et lat que sequi odipsum unt. Ommolup tatures sequatiur aut ut imenda incid 
moditis aut quatatur re qui ium natur aliquas audicil liquame voluptatur? Et aut 
qui dolorehendis mos serovit ent.
Ita niam qui corpore verist ut ut facil ilique iunti con nes maionseque solu-
pid moluptate dit hit omnihil luptatatium aute et rate as quiste ped mollaudae 
sinimil ipis antotata cuptias exeraer orrovid exerate molorepta conem vero 
ducienimint lique consequid quia nos doluptios quodit eosandit restis dolente 
prem voloritaqui quae soluptatur? Vendebis doloriasped minvenditas asperae. 
Ut acidem et estem sed qui berum liquamus aliaecatiae rat.
Occatet ut vention eicati odi quatenis eum ilit lis am niatianisti teni aut eius qui 
omnim apedissitae. Nam adi opti anducimus incienis et facepero di ut face-
pudaecus aut modit volor aut idelitas est lam, aut doluptias aut faccae earum 
quiatur sum alit re, eatquae si sunt que dentia velenderit quibea dolesed ut autat.
Berspic totaepedi di totatur aut labo. Nemperatem sumenis magnat untet et ut 
asimpos ariatiundam excera id ut quaspe des molor aut aut alignis ut voloria ti-
undae natem voluptatet volupta dis doluptate voluptatur sedipsam faccusa venit 
esendel laboresciae aut ut occupta aut accuptat.
Cae volendia eume porrum auda sandaepudit voluptatur?
Apit qui odit hario. Itaturio conem ea anto que eost volore non pro duci con 
nectem erferum hictend aesequiatum aut et qui consecus ped est, iusandit alitis 
doleseque volorendeles nis cum, conseque prorpor epudipsunt debis dendi-
tas essitin ienihit ut illaborundus soluptamenda doluptur aut quis aut aspidus, 
sequatur?

Yours sincerely, 

   R ENÉE CHAN
2 College St. #304
            Providence, RI 02903

Daniel Walker
1524 Atwood Avenue, Suite 240
Dallas, Tx 78107

kTTkTkkTkTania OstorgaTania Ostorga
159 Prospect St, Apt 1
Providence, RI 02919

RISD StudentRISD Student
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Curriculum vitae. Young designers 
usually try to outdo themselves, 
which makes their work not so 
much impressive as overboard. 
On the other hand, there are 
unpolished designs, lacking clarity 
and harmony. The aim of this 
assignment is finding the balance 
between such extreme results.
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together with their parents

           
 jef f  han

request the pleasure of  your company at the celebration of  
their marriage    saturday, the fourteenth of september two thousand and 

seventeen       first episcopal church of boston 58 main street boston, massachusetts

&sojin ouh

*
*

This is a very difficult assign-
ment: design your own wedding 
invitation. The wedding is both 
a very personal and social event, 
which additionally reflects cul-
tural norms and family traditions. 
Students have the opportunity 
of designing their wedding invita-
tion as regards context and mes-
sage. They must decide whether 
the invitation should present 
them as a couple or as families 
they come from. This assignment 
requires conducting the func-
tional and sociological analysis. 
The examples present concepts 
varying in their typographic form 
as well as students’ approach 
and attitudes towards the event.

the honor of your presence is requested at the marriage of 
MS JINAH SON to MR SOMEONE LEE 

SATURDAY 5th may 2010 at noon
GRAND HYATT HOTEL 747 hannam 2 dong yongsanku seoul south korea

Katherine Meng 
& 

Andy Samberg

As they happily annouce their marriage and invite you to join them in celebration 
together with their families as they exchange wedding vows

Saturday, the twentieth of June
Two thousand and ten

Six o’clock

San Miguel Beach
2330 North Loop Dr.

Santa Barbara, California

Please join

   Cedric Franco 
    Katherine Meng

Are happy to announce their marriage and 
invite you to join them in celebration
Saturday, the twentieth of June, two thousand and ten
Half past six o’clock in the evening
San Miguel Beach
Two hundred and thirty West North Loop
Santa Barbara, California

&
Together with their families
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“Print” magazine cover. 
Discovering the joy of 
toying with letter forms, 
students are able to 
feel free and play with 
expression, which is the 
game other than the 
typical pragmatic typog-
raphy. The intended 
result is the pure visual 
pleasure.
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design decisions at any stage of the creative process. On the 
other hand, insufficient distance and strongly emotional 
approach towards one’s own design do not make work any 
easier even to experienced designers. Still, the presence of at 
least one of the two links of the communication process 
(sender or recipient) pushes students – often focused on 
“expressing themselves” – out of their comfort zone, making 
them aware of being “only” a mediator, largely responsible for 
achieving the communication goal. By means of assignments 
involving the sender and the recipient, or a group of recipi-
ents (wedding invitation, for example), a student, put in 
a double role, realizes early enough what a designer’s work 
actually involves and has a chance to understand that a visual 
message is a means rather than the goal of design.

The description of Lesson II didactic objectives starts with an 
inconspicuous yet important statement: The essential material 
of typography is text, which carries content. It is worth paying 
attention to the second part of this sentence and its deeper 
meaning: writing that text carries content, Krzysztof Lenk 
emphasizes that the very record is not identical with a typo-
graphic communication, which provides the expression with 
a particular sense, expected by the sender. A typographic 
communication is created by means of logically selected and 
systemized set of typographic means with the purpose of 
facilitating the reading process (the process of perception, 
understanding and interpretation of the content presented as 
text), and indirectly – to generate knowledge. The statement: 
text, which carries content, therefore, should be taken literally. 
Nothing more. It is the visual form of text that builds its 
meaning, as implied by Professor Lenk.

Lesson II contains the largest selection of autonomous and 
closely interconnected assignments. They are characterized, 
among other things, by merging the practice of letter con-
struction, based on classical typefaces: Baskerville, Bodoni, 
Clarendon and Garamond, with an unconventional approach 
to their application. The typefaces are used in unusual 
contexts regarding their content, function and form (eg. jazz 
concert poster, wedding invitation card, letterhead stationery, 
logotype, business card, biogram). This bridges the gap 
between theory (learning about the history of design and the 
typeface anatomy) and practice (using a classical typeface in 
a contemporary context and in reference to a young person 
living at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries) and is 
therefore invaluable from the perspective of graphic design 
education. Moreover, suggesting the use of a recognizable, 
centuries-old typeface for a contemporary design of a busi-
ness card, for instance, teaches modern students creativity 
and unconventional approach to design problem solving. 
 

The assignments in making one’s own business card and 
stationery, and foremost – a curriculum vitae, teach con-
structing legible and clear messages based on logically 
organized information, and achieving that with very moderate 
typographic means. Beside the color restriction (black and 
white), students have at most two typefaces at their disposal, 
including one classical, of anatomy and expressive properties 
deeply studied in the previous assignments. Contrary to 
appearances, there are many variables as starting points of 
iteration: spacing the text out by means of interglyph spaces, 
lowercase and uppercase characters, small caps, using 
different – sometimes in details – versions of one typeface. 
This way, the future graphic designer learns how to develop 
creative solutions within seemingly limited and non-obvious 
measures.
 
At the same time, students become familiar with two very 
important, yet frequently confused terms: emphasizing and 
distinguishing of information. Although a young person’s 
business card, letterhead and curriculum vitae may not be 
extensive for their content, it still has a rich multilayered 
structure. In order to successfully complete the assignment, 
students need to identify types of information, assess its level 
of importance, interdependence, if and how it is intercon-
nected. Only then are they able to construct purposeful 
(useful) visual relationships as regards the goal, character 
and content of a message. This interesting and universal 
practice provides students with knowledge and experience 
which translate directly into such design disciplines as visual 
information design, interface design, publication design, 
visual communication systems, and more. 

One of the added values of Lesson II is accounting for the 
sender in individual assignments. For some strange reason, 
both the sender and the recipient are still neglected in the 
majority of typography curricula, even though they should be 
present already at the elementary level. Indicating a student 
as the sender of a typographic communication, Krzysztof 
Lenk made a good call. First of all, students waste no time 
recognizing the specific of their clients (such as values, 
expectations, needs), as they are the clients (in a rare blend 
of the message sender and its designer). Secondly, the 
communication recipients are persons students know well 
(wedding guests, for instance), which helps them verify their 
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Text content has the potential to be presented in various 
alternative compositions. The goal of the assignments in this 
chapter is for students to see the multitude of possible visual 
solutions and begin to feel their subtle differences. For each 
variation, a balance needs to be struck. This was an introduc-
tion to “the creative search” – the discovery of typographic 
harmonies, and bravery in looking for them.
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Posters for fictitious typographic 
lectures. On the left, the focal 
point is the center of the dark 
area. The peripheral elements of 
the layout, such as perforation, 
are coordinated well. The other 
are implied and beyond the 
format. In this design, the purely 
graphic elements have stronger 
visual effect than typographic 
means. The layout on the neigh-
boring page, in turn, is based on 
contrasts of large and small ele-
ments. The main building matter 
of the layout is letter.
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Sing, 
Sing, 

Sing
is a 1936 song written by Louis Prima that has become one of the 
definitive songs of the big band and Swing Era. Although written 
by Prima, it is often most associated with Benny Goodman. The 
song has since been covered by numerous artists.

Benny Goodman is quoted as saying,   “‘Sing, Sing, Sing’ 
(which we started doing back at the Palomar on our 
second trip there in 1936) was a big thing, and no one-
nighter was complete without it....” 

Mundy’s arrangement incorporated 

“Christopher Columbus”, a 
piece written by Chuck Berry for 

the Fletcher Henderson band, 
as well as Prima’s work.

“

”

On July 6, 1937 “Sing, Sing, Sing” 
was recorded in Hollywood with 

Unlike most big band arrangements of that era, which were 
limited in length to about 3 minutes so that they could be 
recorded on one side of a standard 10-inch 78-rpm record, 

the Goodman band’s version of “Sing, Sing, Sing” 
was a extended work. The 1937 recording lasted 8 min 43 
sec, and took up both sides of a 12-inch 78. 

Benny Goodman       on clarinet; 

Jess Stacy        on piano; 

Allan Reuss           on guitar; 

Harry Goodman           on bass; 

Harry James, 

Ziggy Elman, and 

Chris Griffin           on trumpet; 

Red Ballard and 

Murray McEachern on trombone; 

Hymie Schertzer and 

George Koenig               on alto saxophone; 

Art Rollini and 

Vido Musso              on tenor saxophone; 

and Gene Krupa           on drums. 

The song was arranged by Jimmy Mundy. 

“Sing, Sing, 
Sing”

is a 1936 song written by Louis
Prima that has become one of the 

definitive songs of the big band and 

Swing Era. Although written by 

Prima, it is often most associated 

with Benny Goodman

The song has since been covered by 

numerous artists.

On July 6, 1937 “Sing, Sing, Sing” was recorded in Hollywood 

with Benny Goodman on clarinet; Harry James, Ziggy 
Elman, and Chris Griffin on trumpet; Red Ballard and 

Murray McEachern on trombone; Hymie Schertzer 
and George Koenig on alto saxophone; Art Rollini and 

Vido Musso on tenor saxophone; Jess Stacy on piano; Al-
lan Reuss on guitar; Harry Goodman on bass; and Gene 
Krupa on drums. The song was arranged by Jimmy Mundy. 

Benny Goodman is quoted as saying,   

“‘Sing, Sing, Sing’ (which we started 
doing back at the Palomar on our 
second trip there in 1936) was a big 
thing, and no one-nighter was com-
plete without it....” 

Unlike most big band arrangements of that era, 

which were limited in length to about 3 minutes 

so that they could be recorded on one side of a 

standard 10-inch 78-rpm record, the Goodman 

band’s version of “Sing, Sing, Sing” was a 

extended work. The 1937 recording lasted 8 min 

43 sec, and took up both sides of a 12-inch 78. 

Mundy’s arrangement incorporated 

“Christopher Columbus”, a piece 

written by Chuck Berry for the 

Fletcher Henderson band, as well 

as Prima’s work. “Sing, Sing, Sing”
is a 1936 song written by Louis Prima that has become one of the 

definitive songs of the big band and Swing Era. Although written by 

Prima, it is often most associated with Benny Goodman. 

                                                                  The song has since been covered by numerous artists.

On July 6, 1937 “Sing, Sing, Sing” was recorded in Hollywood with Benny Goodman 
on clarinet; Harry James, Ziggy Elman, and Chr is Griffin on trumpet; Red Ballard and 
Murray McEachern on trombone; Hymie Schertzer and George Koenig on alto saxophone; 
Art Rollini and Vido Musso on tenor saxophone; Jess Stacy on piano; Allan Reuss on guitar; 
Harry Goodman on bass; and Gene Krupa on drums. The song was arranged by Jimmy Mundy. 

Unlike most big band arrangements of that era, 
which were limited in length to about 3 minutes 
 so that they could be recorded on one side of a  
standard 10 inch 78-rpm record, 

                                                the Goodman band’s version of “Sing, Sing, Sing” was a extended work.           
                                                The 1937 recording lasted 8 min 43 sec, and took up both sides of a 12-inch 78.          
                                                Mundy’s arrangement incorporated “Christopher Columbus”, a piece  written       
                                                by Chuck Berry for the Fletcher Henderson band, as well as Prima’s work.      
                                                          

Benny Goodman is quoted as saying, 
“‘Sing, Sing, Sing’ (which we started doing back at the Palomar on 
our second trip there in 1936) was a big thing, and no one-nighter 
was complete without it....”

Benny Goodman’s Sing 
Sing Sing performed in 
Carnegie Hall was one 
of the greatest pre-war 
sensations of pop culture. 
Operating with type size 
and contrasts, students 
learn to lay the accents out 
on information they want 
to convey first.

Providence: 
Saturday, October 10
9pm – 12am
Main Gallery 
The RISD Museum 
20 North Main Street

San Francisco: 
Thursday, October 8
6:30pm
Taverna Aventine 
582 Washington Street

New York: 
Thursday, October 8 
6:30pm 
Boucarou Lounge 
64 East 1 Street

Boston: 
Thursday, October 8
6:30pm 
Channel Café
300 Summer Street

Do You Speak RISD? Of course, you do. All RISD grads do. And 
this October you’ll have an opportunity to speak RISD once 
again with other 2004 classmates at special RISD Reunions 
parties for young alumni. Then get ready to enjoy that special 
vibe that comes from hanging out with people who look at 
light fragmenting through the ice cubes in a drink and see an 
intricate pattern of possibilities for next week’s project. Or if 
you’re merely thirsty and want to see old friends, then this is 
the event for you, too!

Of course, you do. All RISD grads 
do. And this October you’ll have 
an opportunity to speak RISD 
once again with other 2004 class-
mates at special RISD Reunions 
parties for young alumni.

Then get ready to enjoy that special vibe that comes from hanging 
out with people who look at light fragmenting through the ice cubes 
in a drink and see an intricate pattern of possibilities for next week’s 
project. Or if you’re merely thirsty and want to see old friends, then this 
is the event for you, too!

Boston: 
Thursday, October 8, 

6:30pm, 
Channel Cafe, 

300 Summer Street
Providence: 
Saturday, October 10, 
9pm-12am, 
Main Gallery, 
The RISD Museum, 
20 North Main Street

San Francisco: 
Thursday, October 8, 
6:30pm, 
Taverna Aventine, 
582 Washington Street

New York: 
Thursday, October 8, 

6:30pm, 
Boucarou Lounge, 

64 East 1 Street

Do You Speak RISD? 

Providence: 
Saturday, October 10
9pm – 12am
Main Gallery
The RISD Museum
20 North Main Street

San Francisco: 
Thursday, October 8

6:30pm
Taverna Aventine

582 Washington Street

New York: 
Thursday, October 8

6:30pm
Boucarou Lounge

64 East 1 Street

Boston: 
Thursday, October 8
6:30pm 
Channel Café

300 Summer Street

Do You Speak RISD? Of course, you do. All RISD grads 
do. And this October you’ll have an opportunity to 
speak RISD once again with other 2004 classmates at 
special RISD Reunions parties for young alumni.

Then get ready to enjoy that special vibe that comes 
from hanging out with people who look at light frag-

menting through the ice cubes in a drink and see an in-
tricate pattern of possibilities for next week’s project. 
Or if you’re merely thirsty and want to see old friends, 

then this is the event for you, too!

Advertisement in risd’s 
Alumni magazine for 
an event that will occur 
in a series of locations. 
Notice the clear axis 
organizing elementsin 
each composition. 
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Boston Symphony concert 
program 2008/2009. Some of 
the concerts are held in 2008, 
other in 2009. The information 
included in the program is very 
structured: year, month, date, 
composers and performers. 
Designer’s visual strategies – 
selecting the dominant element 
of organization – can emphasize 
particular elements: composer? 
year? date? The decision fre-
quently relies upon the context in 
which the program will be used. 
The didactic goal of this assign-
ment is opening students’ minds 
to the options which they must 
uncover and logically apply.
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Assignments within the Summer School.  
Work with larger format and longer texts. Stu-
dents were instructed to combine three types 
of texts related to risd: a school promotion 
written by its Dean, letter inviting a friend 
to Providence and directions how to get 
there. The three texts should maintain their 
visual distinctness while working together as 
a harmonious whole. The assignment relies 
ia. upon individual approach to the elements 
according to their respective content and 
character, followed by integrating them on the 
page. The surprising challenge was the large 
format, as students were not used to working 
in such scale. Their designs were viewed on 
the wall and not the table, as usual.
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Continuation of the previous 
assignment: operating with the 
minimal and focusing mainly on 
the spatial organization of infor-
mation. The challenge of this 
assignment consists in increas-
ing the contrast by modifying 
a larger number of typographic 
parameters as to diversify the 
character of the content and 
thereby amplify the message.
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The Fleet
LIBRARY

at RISD
Library Tours
15-30 minutes

General and specified tours of the library are 
given upon request.  Tour times and content vary 
depending on the instructor’s preferences.

Library 1st floor • 10 minutes
Library 1st and 2nd floor • 25-30 minutes
Special Collections • 10-15 minutes
Slide & Picture Collection • 10 minutes
Library Scavenger Hunt • 30 minutes

Bibliographic Instruction Sessions
15-45 minutes

Working with the instructor, librarians tailor in-
struction sessions to support course objectives, 
complement the syllabus and prepare students 
for a written or studio research assignment.  
Librarians will come to any classroom or studio 
equipped with a digital projector and reliable 
network access.

Finding books.
searching the RISD online catalog

Finding articles.  
using electronic indexes to locate articles

Finding images.
seraching for electronic and print images

Evaluating information.
thinking critically about print and web sources

Citing sources.
group exercises using library resources.

Resource refreshers.
focusing on one or two print or electronic re-
sources such as Artstor, JSTOR, Project Muse, etc. 
for fifteen minutes.

Equipment and Work Spaces

2 classrooms equipped with a digital pro-
jector, DVD/VHS player, network access and 
wireless

wireless access throughout the library

faculty lab – 4 faculty laptops (with Core-

ware) available for checkout 2 group study 

rooms and 2 conference rooms
23 public computers (internet access, Mi-
crosoft Suite, iPhoto)

8 iBooks available for in-library use (Photo-
shop CS2)

face-up book scanner (tiff, jpg, pdf, gray-
scale, color, bl/wh)

8 individual AV viewing stations

circulating DVD/VHS collection

copy stand

resources for faculty, tours, bibliographic 
instruction, services, and facilities.

risdlib@risd.edu
reference: 401.709.5902
circulation: 401.709.5901

monday - thursday 8:30am - 10pm
friday 8:30am - 4pm
sunday 2pm  - 10pm
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Resources for Faculty,
Tours, Bibliographic Instruction,
Services & Facilities

Library Tours 15-30 min

General & specialized tours of the 
library are given upon 
request. Tour times & content vary 
depending on the instructor’s 
preferences.

Library 1st Floor 15 minutes

Library 1st & 2nd Floor                                  
25-30 minutes

Special Collections & Archives                   
10-15 minutes

Slide Library & Picture Collection               
10 minutes

Library Scavenger Hunt 20 miute           
exercise followed by a 10 minute     
group discussion

Reference & Circulation Services

Reserves- Books, AV & articles may 
be placed on Reserve in the Library 

Contact Circulation: 709-5901

Individual Reference Assistance-

Working with the Instructor or 
individual Student, Librarians 
provide guided research assistance.

Equipment & Work Spaces
2 classrooms equipped with a digital 
projector, DVD/VHS player, network  
access & wireless 

2 group study rooms & 2 conference 
rooms

23 public computers (internet access, 
Microsoft Suite, iPhoto)

8 iBooks available for in-library use 
(Photoshop CS2)

face-up book scanner (tiff, jpg, pdf, 
grayscale, color, bl/wh)

bl/wh copier, 2 print stations (1 color,        
1 bl/wh)

8 individual AV viewing stations

circulating DVD/VHS collection

wireless access throughout the library

faculty lab- 4 faculty laptops 
(with Coreware) available for checkout 

copy stand

Bibliographic Instruction 
Sessions 
15-45 Minutes
Working with the instructor, 
librarians tailor instruction 
sessions to support course 
objectives, complement the 
syllabus and prepare students for a 
written or studio research 
assignment. Librarians will come to 
any classroom or studio equipped 
with a digital projector and reliable 
network access.

Finding Books- searching the RISD/       
Athenaeum online catalog

Finding Articles- using electronic 
indexes to locate articles

Finding Images- electronic & print 
image searching

Evaluating information- thinking 
critically about print & web sources

Citing Sources & Avoiding Plagia-
rism 

Group exercises to gain experience 
using library resources

risdlib@risd.edu
709-5902

15 minutes “resource refreshers”-
sessions focused on 1-2
print or electronic resources
such as Artstor, JSTOR, Project 
Muse, etc. 

Reference Desk Hours: 
Mon-Thu 8:30 – 10 pm
Fri  8:30- 4 pm
Sun 2 pm- 10 pm

When the school library was moving 
to a new building, the campus was 
plastered with posters informing 
students about this fact. In this 
assignment, the original content was 
isolated and provided to students 
as the basis for their own design. 
The objective was to use the same 
typeface as a reference point for 
comparing the posters. Every layout 
sings another tune.

Fleet Library
 at RISD

Library Tours 15-30 min

General & specialized tours of 
the           library are given upon 
request. Tour times  & content 
vary depending on    the instruc-
tor’s preferences.

Library 1st Floor 15 minutes

Library 1st & 2nd Floor                                  
25-30 minutes

Special Collections & Archives                   
10-15 minutes

Slide Library & Picture Collection               
10 minutes

Library Scavenger Hunt 20 miute           
exercise followed by a 10 minute     
group discussion

Reference & Circulation Services

Reserves- Books, AV & articles may 
be placed on Reserve in the Library 

Contact Circulation: 709-5901

Individual Reference Assistance-

Working with the Instructor or 
individual Student, Librarians 
provide guided research assistance.

Equipment & Work Spaces
2 classrooms equipped with a digital 
projector, DVD/VHS player, network  
access & wireless 

2 group study rooms & 2 conference 
rooms

23 public computers (internet access, 
Microsoft Suite, iPhoto)

8 iBooks available for in-library use 
(Photoshop CS2)

face-up book scanner (tiff, jpg, pdf, 
grayscale, color, bl/wh)

bl/wh copier, 2 print stations (1 color,        
1 bl/wh)

8 individual AV viewing stations

circulating DVD/VHS collection

wireless access throughout the library

faculty lab- 4 faculty laptops 
(with Coreware) available for checkout 

copy stand

Bibliographic Instruction Ses-
sions 
15-45 Minutes
Working with the instructor, librarians 
tailor instruction sessions to support 
course objectives, complement the 
syllabus and prepare students for a 
written or studio research assignment. 
Librarians will come to any classroom or 
studio equipped with a digital projector 
and reliable network access.

Finding Books- searching the RISD/       
Athenaeum online catalog

Finding Articles- using electronic 
indexes to locate articles

Finding Images- electronic & print 
image searching

Evaluating information- thinking 
critically about print & web sources

Citing Sources & Avoiding Plagia-
rism 

Group exercises to gain experience 
using library resources

risdlib@risd.edu
709-5902

15 minutes “resource refreshers”-
sessions focused on 1-2
print or electronic resources
such as Artstor, JSTOR, Project 
Muse, etc. 

Reference Desk Hours: 
Mon-Thu 8:30 – 10 pm
Fri  8:30- 4 pm
Sun 2 pm- 10 pm
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1 bl/wh)

8 individual AV viewing stations

circulating DVD/VHS collection

wireless access throughout the library

faculty lab- 4 faculty laptops 
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Special Collections & Archives
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inutes
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risdlib@risd.edu

Phil Holcombe Fall 07 Typeography I
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The Bible fragment. 
Once more, students 
are faced with the 
diversity of accounts 
included in one text.

6968Lesson III → On variations Lesson III → On variations



Layout of three texts written by:  
Jan Tschichold (main text), Paul Rand 
(saluting him) and Milton Glaser (who 
says it’s utter nonsense). Students were 
instructed to analyze the texts, study 
their mutual connections and then come 
up with a design communicating the 
relationships between these contents 
and supporting the reader in their 
interpretation. Due to the fact that all 
three accounts come from designers, 
the arguments included in the contents 
should affect the visual dynamics of the 
layout.

7170Lesson III → On variations Lesson III → On variations
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which varied with the register (formal vs. informal), volume 
and type of message. Challenging young designers with 
a multilayered problem requires them to analyze the content, 
teaches creativity and workshop skills, but also forces them 
to take a stand regarding the text content and finally – build-
ing a narrative. 

In contrast to the Letter… and Boston Symphony Concert 
Calendar, where the role of contrast in constructing the 
information structure was minimal, the assignment involving 
texts by Jan Tschichold, Paul Rand and Milton Glaser is 
dedicated to creating typographic messages using strong 
contrasts. Importantly, contrast does not refer only to how 
the visual means are applied, but it is also present in the 
authors’ statements. Unlike several other assignments in this 
Lesson, rather than content interpretation, this assignment 
requires visualization of mutual relationships, their differ-
ences and similarities. While Tschichold and Rand share 
related opinions (Rand’s text supports Tschichold’s theses), 
Glaser’s text is critical towards the other two. This assign-
ment is a dialogue of three authors, where one interlocutor is 
in opposition to the others. The semantic contrasts between 
the texts are meant to be used by students in building the 
layout, but mainly to make a statement regarding the authors’ 
opinions and express it, thereby encouraging the reader’s 
reflection. These objectives facilitate students’ critical think-
ing (necessary in the times of big data), teach the practical 
coherence, or ‘congenial typography’ – the term coined by 
Jan Tschichold, nota bene. The added value to this assign-
ment is familiarizing students with opinions expressed by the 
leading graphic designers.

Lesson III is titled On variations for a good reason. The 
included assignments teach courage, ability to create several 
concepts in numerous versions in response to the presented 
problem, operating with contrast (strong and weak alike), 
pursuit of the best solutions, observation and finally – deci-
sion making. Each assignment encourages students to 
the analysis – more or less deep – of the content and its 
function in the message, and then provokes to find as many 
solutions as possible by means of (sometimes quite subtle) 
modifications.
 

The process of pursuit and experiment included in the 
assignments of Lesson III always regards the content, func-
tion, intention of the message, and frequently – its recipient. 
By no means is it formal in character or concentrated on 
creating – solely – a formally perfect typographic layout, 
which is far too common in typography programs. Another 
objective of Lesson III is to shape a creative and seeking 
attitude by making students aware that there are always many 
possible solutions to a problem, and choosing the best 
one – making a decision – is usually difficult due to numer-
ous factors, often beyond the designer’s influence.

1 In the conversation with Jack Lenk, 2018

2 The acronym latch represents five ways to analyze data and to 

organize information by: location (l), alphabet (a), time (t), category 

(c), hierarchy (h), developed and described by Richard Saul Wurman.

One of the Lesson III objectives, indicated by Professor Lenk, 
is making the student aware that typography is a communica-
tion activity1. [The designer] communicates something to 
someone. In other words: it should emphasize to students 
that typography aims to communicate particular information 
to a particular recipient by means of a purposefully developed 
visual language (What is there to communicate? To whom? 
How?). In order to intentionally communicate something to 
someone, students must learn to make a design decision, 
select the typographic means and merge them into such 
relationships that will meet the goal set at the beginning of 
the design process. The question is: how to use the visual 
language to produce a particular and expected sense, 
intended by the sender, in the recipient’s awareness. It is 
worth noticing that Krzysztof Lenk teaches the primary goals 
of visual communication design as early as the undergradu-
ate level of design education.
 
Another objective of Lesson III, regarding the problematics of 
workshop this time, is providing students with the opportu-
nity of experiencing the variety of applied formal means as 
well as pursuing and finding the desired design solutions 
(hence the title: On variations). Students master their use of 
scale, emphasis, expression (regarding the used typefaces 
and layout elements), contrast, relationships – not only 
formal, but also semantic ones – between individual ele-
ments. Moreover, they can alter and construct the communi-
cation structure by systemizing the content based on the 
accurate classification of data – according to the hierarchy of 
information, for instance. Irrespective of how and by what 
means the information structure is constructed, its superior 
and invariable objective is the communication intent. From 
the very beginning, students must know what they want to 
convey by means of their design, in order to create a solution 
towards this result.  

Although the assignment Boston Symphony Concert Calendar 
may seem uncomplicated, prior to actual designing, students 
are required to consider types of readers, their needs and 
potential reading strategies. A music lover, for example, will 
focus on the repertoire and performers (or only the perform-
ers), while a tourist or a person with little time to spare will 
make decisions based on the available dates of concerts. 

This attempt of learning about types of recipients, their 
motivation and interests, as well as defining the goal of 
a communication, will determine the type, quantity and order 
of the subsequent information filters (latch2). As a result of 
the Boston Symphony Concert Calendar assignment, students 
learn not only to create communications with minimal means 
(mostly the strictly limited contrast), but mainly to make 
decisions based on rational premises and possibly lowest 
uncertainty about the final results. The sooner the future 
designers are able to introduce this thinking, the better for 
their professional development and, foremost, for the 
potential users of their designs. 

In the assignment Excerpt from the Bible, students interpret 
a chosen fragment of The Bible using composition, contrast 
between particular typographic means and text setting. The 
suggested content provides for creating conditions of either 
constant or selective reading. Students, therefore, are offered 
a great deal of freedom in thinking about reading strategy 
and constructing a message they find interesting. The group 
is also provided with an opportunity of comparing diverse 
concepts based on different reading strategies. The designed 
solutions accent individual protagonists (sons of Jacob), their 
mutual relationships and group them according to various 
criteria (maintaining the original content structure).

In relation to other assignments, an interesting assignment 
of Lesson III concerns designing a communication directed to 
the future risd student. It is composed of three texts about 
the Providence school of various character and level of 
emotions: driving directions to school, a welcome document 
of the school authorities and a letter to a friend written by 
risd student. With different distance to the recipient, all 
three communications refer to the school, and students must 
create a consistent message. It was achieved by means of 
minimal contrast between typographic measures, and 
foremost – by operating with scale, layout components on 
the page and their relationships regarding composition and 
meaning. From the didactic perspective, it is interesting to 
assign one design including the “cool” (driving directions), 

“hot” (friend’s letter) and “warm” (welcome letter) communi-
cations with a common denominator in the form of their 
subject – the Providence school. Students were faced with the 
necessity of building a narrative based on three sequences, 

Commentary to Lesson III Lesson III → On variations Lesson III → On variations



Assignment based on 
content from the 19 
advices given by the 
Dalai Lama for the new 
millennium. Each student 
chose one they like and 
made a layout for it.

What I refer to as a narration is a story with characters and 
actions, forming a beginning/middle/end, framed in a singular 
presentation. In a narration everything is connected and 
revolves around a core message or crux of the story. As in every 
story, the storyteller will have some items of emphasis, and the 
typographer’s game is to find and bring those forth. In these 
assignments, the visual form should reflect what the story is 
talking about.

7776 Lesson IV → Narrations



4-page fold presentation of 
recipes. Content includes: 
ingredients, process, 
serving. The work was 
created before the desktop 
publishing revolution 
using ibm typewriters, cut 
and pasted by hand, then 
reproduced by camera.  
This material is sentimental 
to me as the assignment 
was in the first year of my 
teaching at risd.

79Lesson IV → Narrations78Lesson IV → Narrations



On following pages:  
Students were asked to pick a passage from 
Bertold Brecht to present on the page (16×16”). 
This is about sketching layouts. In pre-computer 
typography, it was essential to draw what you 
intended to produce first, because the real 
production was very labor intensive and the 
errors more expensive. The real intention of 
creating sketches first is to clarify the concept in 
your mind.

8180 Lesson IV → NarrationsLesson IV → Narrations
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Final renderings from 
same assignment as 
sketches on previous 
pages.

Lesson IV → Narrations
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Content from historian Erwin 
Panofsky’s Perspective as Sym-
bolic Form, where the quantity 
of footnote text outweighs the 
main essay. This assignment’s 
output harkens back to old 
medieval traditions of illuminated 
manuscripts.

9190 Lesson IV → NarrationsLesson IV → Narrations
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Same assignment as previ-
ous page. This is one of my 
personal favorite student 
works. Innovative, daring, 
elegant.

9594 Lesson IV → NarrationsLesson IV → Narrations



Two projects analyzing the 
process of design as a set of 
steps. The goal was to create 
an explanation that may be 
presented to a client or curious 
outsider.

9796 Lesson IV → NarrationsLesson IV → Narrations
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The preliminary assignment is a two-page spread design. 
Students dispose of a fragment of the body text, accompa-
nied by illustrations, folios, running titles and extensive 
footnotes – their volume is, in fact, larger than the com-
mented text. In this assignment, students attempt to build 
a narration mostly by means of a logical layout of compo-
nents, while the role of contrast – for the first time in Lesson 
IV – is minimalized. Importantly, they are not meant to create 
a parallel narration (as tempting as it is). The body text 
should be readable as superior, while the autonomous 
footnotes must expand its meaning and remain in close 
semantic relationship. In this assignment, students also learn 
to assign individual components with functions, making 
them clear and explicit to the reader.
 
The final assignment of Lesson IV requires students to 
analyze a selected model of the design process and explain it 
to a given recipient. Similarly to the Lesson III assignment 
based on the texts of renowned typographers, Professor Lenk 

“smuggles” deliberate information, crucial to the future 
designer. While using any other, non-design text would not 
have a negative effect on achieving the didactic objective, 
there is an obvious value to working on purposeful content. 
Thereby, theory can be merged with practice, if indirectly. 
Krzysztof Lenk said that a designer should be both skillful and 
enlightened2. It is possible to achieve, among other things, 
thanks to a clever procedure of blending the content of 
design theory into practical assignments. 

1 Pass It On. Krzysztof Lenk in conversation with Ewa Satalecka, pjait, 

Warsaw 2020, p. 57

2 ibidem, p. 238

The first assignment of Lesson IV regards designing a coher-
ent story composed of three narrations. The components are: 
a culinary recipe, a list of ingredients and a serving suggestion. 
Students must create three individual units of information on 
the one hand, and define the accurate relationships between 
them on the other. The key issue of this assignment is 
creating a coherent message, built of a visual form – match-
ing the character of the story – as well as the logically system-
ized components. The thematic lightness of content along 
with scarcity of applied visual measures could make this 
assignment seem quite simple. There is nothing wrong with 
that; on the contrary – in the didactic process, it is worth 
generating positive emotions, if only by means of the content 
(everyone likes good cuisine), as they facilitate the course of 
education and provide for its good quality. 
 
The assignment with a selected fragment of Bertold Brecht’s 
text, rather than presenting students with the concept of 
layout, is meant to indicate the important issue of classifica-
tion of the design idea by its visualization. Professor Lenk 
explains that even a simple sketch of a concept allows its 
author to quickly verify the assumed definitions. Students 
learn that when visualized, the idea is clarified; moreover, the 
method helps validate the pursued concept. Krzysztof Lenk 
said on many occasions that typography is a state of mind, 
and the role of drawing is essential at any stage of the design 
process for designers to have an intellectual image of what 
they want to communicate. One could venture an opinion 
that Professor Lenk provides the notion of “drawing” in visual 
communication with a new meaning; he destereotypes it, 
expanding its functions and defining its role and place in the 
design process. In the previously mentioned in-depth inter-
view, carried out by Ewa Satalecka, Krzysztof Lenk says: 
Everything we can see on the screen today seems so easy. It seems 
like you can do anything. What you want to do, however, has to 
be defined in advance […]. Before you spring into action, you 
need to determine a reference point for your further work on the 
project. When you get an idea – note it down, sketch it in pencil 
and see, if it works. […] I’m a firm believer that a pencil is in fact 
the extension of consciousness. At this stage your thinking 
materializes and provides you with a feedback. It is something 
very different from simply uploading a text to your computer and 
changing the weight of a font from Medium to Light.1 Although 
an aware graphic designer finds the issues of prototyping the 

idea, concept or particular solution common knowledge, to 
an inexperienced one or a design student they are crucial, 
especially in reference to technologically complicated designs 
with small margin for error. The assignment with Bertold 
Brecht’s texts is only a pretext to teaching something more 
important than the layout itself. In other words, Lesson IV 
provides students with more than a workshop meaning of 
layout. 

Although the three subsequent assignments have diverse 
variables (different character of communications, structure, 
content, volume), the narration remains the reference point 
of individual designs. This focus on building a statement is 
probably the main contrast with many common typography 
programs, oriented towards teaching a variety of typographic 
means, self-expressive eruption or creating “original” compo-
sitions. Professor Lenk’s didactic philosophy is based on the 
idea of developing students’ ability of building a clear narra-
tive by means of an individually created grammar of the 
visual language. According to the Professor, this skill should 
be taught as early in the education process as possible. 

Commentary to Lesson IV Lesson IV → NarrationsLesson IV → Narrations



Every word is a signifier, and the dictionary is a catalog of their 
significance. For each, a visual connotation or expression can be 
found. Students were asked to choose one word and design 
a 24×36” poster presenting it in a composition that expressed 
the meaning. They had to use fundamental elements of contrast, 
balance, and form as a language to distill the essence of the 
word’s visual expression and capture the gestalt or connotation 
in a typographic visualization.

101100 Lesson V → Definitions



In some variations of the 
assignment, pairs of words, 
antonyms, were used, with two 
posters working in conjunction. 
Another variation of the 
assignment asked students to 
make two interpretations:  
one a classical layout, the other 
a more personal, freestyle one.

PresenceAbsence
ab·sence  [ab-suhns]  
1 state of being away or not being present: I acted as supervisor 

in his absence. Your absence was noted on the records. 2 period 

of being away: an absence of several weeks. 3 failure to attend or 

appear when expected. 4 lack; deficiency: the absence of proof. 
5 inattentiveness; preoccupation; absent-mindedness: absence of 

mind. Origin: 1350–1400; ME < MF < L absentia. 

ab·sent  [adj., prep. ab-suhnt; v. ab-sent, ab-suhnt] 
1 not in a certain place at a given time; away, missing (opposed 

to present): absent from class. 2 lacking; nonexistent: Revenge 

is absent from his mind. 3 not attentive; preoccupied; absent-

minded: an absent look on his face. 4 to take or keep (oneself) 

away: to absent oneself from a meeting. 5 in the absence of; 

without: Absent some catastrophe, stock-market prices should 

soon improve. Origin: 1350–1400; ME < L absent- Related forms: 

ab·sen·ta·tion, ab·sent·er, ab·sent·ness, non·ab·sen·ta·tion

1 eunjoo byeon 2 krzysztof lenk 3 typography iii risd spring 2010

pres·ence  [prez-uhns]  
1 the state or fact of being present, as with others or in a place. 2 

attendance or company: Your presence is requested. 3 immediate 
vicinity; proximity: in the presence of witnesses. 4 the military 
or economic power of a country as reflected abroad by the 
stationing of its troops, sale of its goods, etc.: the American 
military presence in Europe; the Japanese presence in the U.S. 
consumer market. 5 Chiefly British. the immediate personal vicinity 
of a great personage giving audience or reception: summoned 
to her presence. 6 the ability to project a sense of ease, poise, or 
self-assurance, esp. the quality or manner of a person’s bearing 
before an audience: The speaker had a good deal of stage 
presence. 7 personal appearance or bearing, esp. of a dignified 
or imposing kind: a man of fine presence. 8 a person, esp. of 
noteworthy appearance or compelling personality: He is a real 
presence, even at a private party. 9 a divine or supernatural spirit 
felt to be present: He felt a presence with him in the room. 10 

British Obsolete. presence chamber. 

PresenceAb

pres·ent  [prez-uhnt] 
1 being, existing, or occurring at this time or now; current: the 
present ruler. 2 at this time; at hand; immediate: articles for 
present use. 3 Grammar. a noting an action or state occurring at 
the moment of speaking. Knows is a present form in He knows 
that. b noting or pertaining to a tense or other verb formation with 
such meaning. 4 being with one or others or in the specified or 
understood place: to be present at the wedding. 5 being here: 
Is everyone present? 6 existing or occurring in a place, thing, 
combination, or the like: Carbon is present in many minerals. 
7 being actually here or under consideration: the present 
document; the present topic. 8 being before the mind. 9 Obsolete. 
mentally alert and calm, esp. in emergencies. 10 Obsolete. 
immediate or instant. 11 the present time. 12 Grammar. a the 
present tense. b a verb formation or construction with present 
meaning. c a form in the present. 13 presents, Law. the present 
writings, or this document, used in a deed of conveyance, a 
lease, etc., to denote the document itself: Know all men by these 
presents. 14 Obsolete. the matter in hand. 15 at present, at the 
present time or moment; now: There are no job openings here at 
present. 16 for the present, for now; temporarily: For the present, 
we must be content with matters as they stand.

1 eunjoo byeon 2 krzysztof lenk 3 typography iii risd spring 2010
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Another variation 
of the assignment 
ventured into requesting 
three dimensional 
representation, or 
consideration for 
depth of space in the 
composition.
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Assignment variation: 
the word “contrast” 
and its definition           
(24×24” square).
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Assignment variation 
from New Zealand: 
students were asked 
to select a verb to 
represent.
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Assignment to choose 
a word and give it a form 
with connotation to its 
existing uses (24×24” 
square).
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Typographic interpretation of a notion is a very popular 
assignment, included not only in the program of secondary 
and higher art schools, but also present in the entrance 
exams. This design method serves to make the recipient 
familiar – in the most direct way – with the meaning of a term, 
to image an item, phenomenon or idea with limited typo-
graphic measures. Typographic interpretation of a notion or 
short text is not only a matter of didactics. For at least 
a century, this method has been efficiently used by many 
professional designers, among them such names as Herb 
Lubalin, Emil Ruder and Henryk Tomaszewski, who have 
mastered the typographic interpretation of even very abstract 
notions. There are several ways of achieving typographic 
interpretation, which include scaling, reversing, overlapping, 
replacing and deconstruction of letters in a word, laying 
a word out on a page, as well as expression – compositions 
or typefaces and lettering used in the design. Most frequently, 
there are mergers and variation of the above.

Teaching communication by distilling and explaining confus-
ing or complex terms with typographic means, Professor 
Lenk has not limited it to a single word, as most of educators 
would. The notions used in the assignment have been 
expanded by comprehensive dictionary definitions, which – 
contrary to appearances – does not make designing any 
easier. Students must construct a compositionally and 
semantically integrated communication, based on contrast: 
a word with its sense explained mainly by visual expression 
on the one hand, and a content of an extensive definition with 
its neutral, objective and maximally readable form on the 
other. In this assignment objectives, Krzysztof Lenk intro-
duced something infrequent in didactics: he faced students 
with the necessity of merging extremally expressive typogra-
phy with transparent one by means of limited formal meas-
ures (one color, no illustrations). Moreover, Professor Lenk 
leaves at students’ disposal antonyms of given terms, and 
a possibility of using more than one poster to explain them. 
This clash of opposing but complementary contents and 
visual languages supports the communication. Once again, 
there is contrast, if not always in its direct and visual form. 
The above mentioned characteristics of this assignment have 
an overarching objective: teaching how to create proper 
connotations of the term (its meaning) by means of layout, 
expression of the visual language or manipulating conven-
tions. On the analysis of the selected designs made by 
Professor Lenk’s students, what strikes is their diversity and 
the wide range of applied visual means, as well as the high 
intellectual level of these solutions. 
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Students were asked to choose an artist they truly admire and 
create layouts for an art magazine, with a sequence of pages 
using illustrations, the artist’s bio, quotes of their statements, 
and statements made about them by others. The goal of this 
assignment was to create a personal presentation that was free 
to be expressive and move beyond traditional conventions of 
typographic form.
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The true work of

art is born from

the ‘artist’: a

mysterious,

enigmatic, and

mystical creation.

It detaches

itself from him,

it aquires an

autonomous life,

becomes a

personality, an

independent

subject, animated

with a spiritual

breath, the living

subject of a real

existence of being
Red Form
1938. Oil on canvas, 32 5/16 x 23 5/8 in
Adrien Maeght Collection, Paris

More than his 
other works, and
certainly more 
than the pulsating 
works of “lyrical 
abstraction,” that 
can so easily cap-
tivate the viewer, 
Kandinsky’s last 
work present us 
with a mystery. 
But few people 
can feel their ex-
traordinary fas-
cination and to 
most they remain, 
to this day, a 
closed door.
We do, however, 
have the key to 
this mystery: it 
can be found in 
the painter’s ad-
mirable corpus of 
theorectical
writings. We are 
faced with a 
unique occurrence 
in the history of 
art, with an artist 
who, while offer-
ing us the picto-
rial elements we 
see before us, also 
provide a rigorous 
explanation, one 
that never strays 
into the gener-
alities of “culture” 
but adheres close-
ly to those same 
pictorial elements. 
We now have 
analyses that re-
veal for the first 
time the true na-
ture of color, of 
form, of the “orig-
inal plane.” and 
of the material, 
the “object.” Af-
ter learning from 
these anaylses we 
can turn our atten-
tion to the picto-
rial elements used 
in their abstract 
purity and assem-
bled in accordance 
with the laws of 
this abstraction. 

2120

kandinsky last work

Notice that the student generates contrast 
between the density of the Kandinsky’s paint-
ings and the other page. By allowing open 
space to breathe in juxtaposition, the paint-
ings are given emphasis and celebration of 
their textures and material form.
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This is a story about Alexander Calder and Joan 
Miro who had a lifelong friendship, exchanging 
letters and opinions. There is a wonderful inter-
action of image and text throughout the layouts.
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Alexy Brodovitch, a periodical 
designer (“Vogue” and “Harper” 
“Bazaar”), revolutionized modern 
magazine page layouts. He was 
interested in the “ballet of the 
page” – for elements to dance 
and play on the page. He often 
said to his students, “Astonish 
me!”. These layouts demonstrate 
a thoughtful interplay of 
presentation and the subject’s 
work.
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THE SEG-
REGATION 
WALL
Palestine has been occupied 
by the Israeli army since 
1967. In 2002 the Israeli 
government began building a 
wall separating the occupied 
territories from Israel, much 
of it illegal under interna-
tional law. It is controlled 
by a series of checkpoints 
and observation towers, stand 
three times the height of the 
Berlin wall and will eventu-
ally run for over 700-km - 
the distance from London to 
Zurich. 

Palestine is now the world’s 
largest open-air prison and 
the ultimate activity holiday 
destination for graffiti art-
ists.

Banksy has set up the annual 
Santa’s Ghetto Project which 
is involved in taking a group 
of artists to Bethlehem and 
setting up a temporary exhi-
bition space in a shop. They 
also made a site-specific work 
on the Israeli separation 
wall reflecting the political 
situation of the location.

Banksy is unmatched in creat-
ing impact and raising public 
awareness.

OLD MAN:   

You paint the 
wall, you make 
it look beau-
tiful.

BANKSY:     

Thanks.

OLD MAN:     

We don’t want 
it beautiful, 
we hate this 
wall, go home.

THE 
INDOORS
If you want to sur-
vive as a graffiti 
writer when you go 
indoors I figured 
your only option is 
to carry on paint-
ing over things 
that don’t belong 
to you either.

Art is not like 
other culture be-
cause its success 
is not made by its 
audience. We the 
people, affect the 
making and the 
quality of most of 
our culture, but 
not our art.

The Art we look at 
is made by only a 
select few. A small 
group create, pro-
mote, purchase, 
exhibit and decide 
the success of Art. 
Only a few hundred 
people in the world 
have any real say. 
When you go to an 
Art gallery you 
are simply a tour-
ist looking at the 
trophy cabinet of a 
few millionaires.

“Peopl
e who 

should
 be sh

ot

 - Fasc
ist th

ugs

 - Reli
gious 

Fundam
entali

sts

 - Peop
le who

 write
 lists

 telli
ng you

 who s
hould 

be sho
t”

You shouldn’t mess with graffiti writers. The longest recorded piece 

of graffiti was painted by a student in the toilets of a college 

at Changsha, China in 1915. It consisted of over 4000 characters 

criticizing his teachers and the state of Chinese society. After 

completing this masterpiece the student handed himself in and was 

paraded in front of the school and threatened with expulsion. The 

student was a 22 year old Chairman Mao. A graffiti artist who later 

founded the People’s Republic of China and was responsible for the 

deaths of over 30 million people.

THE AUTHORITIES
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It is difficult to understand the pur-

pose of why they are designated areas 

for smoking and parking and such. 

The law says there is no place for 

vandalism, but imagine a world where 

everything was painted and sparkling 

with color and beauty.
With this style of graffiti, he felt 

the ruthlessness and efficiency of its 

perfection.
When explaining yourself to the Po-

lice it’s worth being as reasonable 

as possible. Graffiti writers are not 

real villains. I’m always reminded of 

this by real villains who consider 

the idea of breaking in someplace, 

not stealing anything, and then leav-

ing behind a painting of your name 

in four foot high letters is the most 

retarded thing they ever heard of. 

People abuse you 
everyday. They butt 
into your life, 
take a cheap shot 
at you and then 
disappear. They 
leer at you and 
then disappear. 
They leer at you 
from tall build-
ings and make you 
feel small. They 
have access to the 
most sophisticat-
ed technology the 
world has ever seen 
and they bully you 
with it. They are 
The Advertisers and 
they are laughing 
at you.

However, you are 
forbidden to touch 
them. Trademarks, 
intellectual prop-
erty rights and 
copyright law mean 
advertisers can 
say what they like 
wherever they like 
with impunity.

Screw that.

Any advertisement 
in public space 
that gives you no 
choice whether you 
see it or not is 
yours. It belongs 
to you. It’s yours 
to take, re-arrange 
and re-use. Asking 
for permission is 
like asking to keep 
a rock someone just 
threw at your head.

You owe the compa-
nies nothing. You 
especially don’t 
owe them any cour-
tesy. They have re-
arranged the words 
to put themselves 
in front of you. 
They never ask for 
your permission, 
don’t even start 
asking for theirs.

McDonalds is steal-
ing our children.

BRAND 
WHAT?

The use of texts in these layouts on 
the work of Francis Bacon invites 
viewers inside the images. The content 
of the imagery is rich and textured, 
photographs of the artist’s studio 
blending almost seamlessly with  
the world of the paintings. Overall, 
the composition creates an immersive 
experience.
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“I don’t 

have 

many 

memories 

of my  

parents.  

I never 

got on 

with 

either 

of them. 

I get 

the 

impression 

that 

they 

always 

thought 

I 

was 

an 

odd 

child.”

–1992

Self Portrait, 1971

2 3

Francis Bacon Expressing His Mind

4 5

“This mess here in 
my studio is rather 
like my mind; it 
may be a good im-
age of what goes 
on inside me, that’s 
what it’s like, my 
life is like that.”

–Francis Bacon, 1992

4 5

14 15

In Memory of George Dyer, 1971

Triptych, 1976

14

“The primitives often 
used the triptych for-
mat, but as far as my 
work is concerned, a 
triptych corresponds 
more to the idea of a 
succession of images 
on film.” –1992 

Although Bacon never attended art college, it is amazing to see how skillfully he could depict an emo-
tional portrait. With dabs of textured paint, splashes of white, and transparent strokes, a face emerges 
from the raw canvas. It also creates the illusion that the faces are caught in high-speed motion. Ad-
ditionally, Bacon is also known for his figure paintings. He would create a sense of space and depth, 
through the simple use of lines to mark angles across the surface of the painting. When depicting 
space, the artist often uses very flat colors. However, when put in contrast with his detailed and rich 
amount of brushstrokes that expressively creates his figures, this results in very dynamic and graphic 
paintings of Bacon. 
 The artist strongly believed in his own intuition when creating these striking images. He claimed that 
when making paintings, one should allow the elements that were brought together by the artist to 
achieve their own life. Therefore, he often did not have a plan before he starts a painting. 

16 17

Self Portrait, 1971

Study for Head of George Dyer, 1967

“For me, Van Gogh 

really did find a new 

way of depicting real-

ity, even for the sim-

plest things, and that 

method wasn’t realist, 

but was much more 

powerful than simple 

realism. It was really 

work of re-creating 

reality.” –1992

16 17



Layouts about the work of Auguste Rodin. Beautiful plays of texture and color are found on 
these pages. There is a sense of depth and an ephemeral feeling to the layouts, very much like the 
sculptures which bring stone to life. Floating snippets of text mingle with cropped photographs, 
revealing glimpses into the artist’s story.
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Banksy’s art is a social and political one. Its 
presentation style has an activist connotation, 
contextually appropriate to the types of 
publications it may be commonly featured in.



Presenting the works 
of Man Ray. Expressive 
typography compliments 
the geometric graphical 
style of the artist.
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Once more, Professor Lenk introduces his concept of simul-
taneously expanding students’ professional and general 
knowledge while executing a design assignment (to assist 
them in becoming both skillful and enlightened designers1). 
In order to meet the requirements included in Lesson VI 
assignments, students had to learn as much as possible 
about their protagonist. First of all, collect data (including the 
iconographic material), carry out the analysis, and finally – 
draw conclusions and systemize. The next step was using the 
gathered information to make a statement by means of 
a visual language reflecting the character of the given artists’ 
work to create their “portraits” (Professor Lenk used the term 
typographic portrait2). The resulting two-page spreads are 
therefore a pretext to teaching more than a typographic layout 
of proper image–text relationships.

There are two more invaluable layers to Lesson VI: analytical 
and interpretative. First, students collect and explore the 
obtained data (texts, quotations, illustrations). Then, they use 
them as a basis for designing information (by organizing and 
ordering the collected data), and finally explain it to the 
recipient by means of a visual communication. It is a great 
advantage of this assignment, visible only from the level of 
the didactic process. Given the ready-made data, prepared by 
their teacher, students would not benefit in this respect – 
although the visual effects might be similar, they would not 
acquire the skills, knowledge and experience regarding data 
gathering, analysis, and drawing conclusions to be applied in 
the solution (design doing). These notions are fundamental to 
any designer, regardless of the represented design discipline.

Another interesting quality of Lesson VI refers to explanation. 
The simply formulated objectives: the goal of this assignment 
was to create a personal presentation confronted students with 
the situation of double authorship. Not only were they 
required to collect and edit the content (including texts and 
photo materials), but also to use it as a basis of a visual 
narrative. Students’ distance to their design was therefore 
shortened, while the awareness of consequences of all their 
design decisions increased. Working this way, they directly 
experienced and realized how even the slightest change may 
have a vital (positive or negative) effect on the quality of the 
message. It is the education in mindfulness, responsibility 
and efficient work from the practical perspective.

Among other things, the Lesson VI assignments require 
students to analyze the formal properties of a given artist’s 
work. It is not meant, however, to imitate the protagonist’s 
style or to stylize the graphic design, nor to stimulate stu-
dents to construct a purposeless self-expression or generate 
purely formal solutions. The point is developing a particular 
type of interpretation, so that the resulting visual language of 
the designed article makes connotations accurate to the 
character of its protagonist’s work. In other words, the formal 
properties of the artist’s work should purposefully inspire 
students to make a design about this person’s art. The design 
is intended to communicate about the protagonist by means 
of a wide range of measures learned in the previous Lessons, 
rather than by stylization. Thus the title of Lesson VI: Presenta-
tions. The art, as narrated by students, is the center of atten-
tion – rather than the artists themselves, while the properties 
of their style become part of a narration, and not its founda-
tion. It is another level of difficulty in this seemingly simple 
and low-profile assignment. As much as with other typogra-
phy assignments offered by Krzysztof Lenk, it is easy to adapt 
the objectives to design disciplines outside of typography, 
such as visual information or web design. Lesson VI is a logi-
cal conclusion of Professor Lenk’s typography teaching 
program and his approach and attitude to design.

1 Pass It On. Krzysztof Lenk in conversation with Ewa Satalecka, pjait, 

Warsaw 2020, p. 238

2 Cf. K. Lenk, Wystawa, wykład, warsztaty [Exhibition, Lecture, 

Workshops], University of the Arts in Poznań, Poznań 2011
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Krzysztof Lenk (also known as Kris; July 21, 1936 – May 22, 
2018) was a graphic designer known as a specialist of visual 
communication, and a celebrated educator. During his career, 
he designed numerous magazines and publications, posters 
and book covers, diagrams and information maps; he was 
a professor of graphic design at Academy of Fine Arts in Łódź, 
Poland, and later at Rhode Island School of Design (risd) in 
the us; co-founder (with Paul Kahn) of Dynamic Diagrams, 
a firm specializing in information design, where he served as 
creative director between 1990 and 2001. Krzysztof Lenk 
shared his expertise through numerous lectures, workshops 
and conferences in many countries. He was an author and 
co-author of many books and articles. For his achievements 
he received an Honorary Doctorate Degree at the Academy of 
Fine Arts and Design in Katowice, Poland, his alma mater.

Krzysztof Lenk was born in 1936 in Warsaw, Poland. His early 
memories include time witnessing World War II. After the war 
he lived in Warsaw with his parents and later his wife and 
children throughout the first half of his life. He studied at the 
Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts and then in the Faculty of 
Design of the Academy of Fine Arts in Katowice (from 2021 
Academy of Fine Arts and Design), where he graduated in 
1961. After earning his degree, Lenk worked freelance design-
ing books, book covers and posters. He traveled to Paris, 
where he worked for the Société Nouvelle d’Information et 
Publicité (snip) advertising agency (which later became 
tbwa) and for the magazine “Jeune Afrique”. These experi-
ences led him to discover his interest for design of informa-
tion and narration, and steered his work toward magazines.

Back in Warsaw, in 1969 he designed a weekly magazine, 
“Perspektywy” and maintained position as its art director until 
1972. Between 1970 and 1981, he also art directed other 
magazines, such as “Polish Art Review”, “Problemy”,  

“Ilustrowany Magazyn Turystyczny”, “Przeglad Techniczny,” 
and “Animafilm”. During this time he also designed numer-
ous books, albums and professional publications.

In 1970–71 he co-designed a large promotional campaign for 
the German company erco Leuchten, which produced 
lighting fixtures made by leading designers of Europe.
In 1973, Lenk started his career as an educator in Academy of 
Fine Arts in Łódź, where he taught typography and design  
of periodicals in the Graphic Design department until 1982. 
During the academic year of 1979/80, he traveled on invita-
tion to teach at Ohio State University in Columbus, oh. Over 
the course of those years he received an award from the 
Polish Ministry of Art and Culture for his educational 
excellence.

In 1982, living under Martial Law in Poland, Krzysztof Lenk 
was invited to Rhode Island School of Design (risd) as 
a visiting professor. While there, a permanent position 
opened up in the Graphic Design department, which led to 
his tenure at risd for nearly thirty years until he retired in 
2010. Professor Lenk taught information design and typogra-
phy to undergraduates and graduate students, and traveled 
widely abroad as a visiting scholar. He brought workshops 
and lectures to many schools and institutions throughout the 
us and around the world, including Canada, Netherlands, 
Scandinavia, England, India, Australia, and New Zealand.

Krzysztof Lenk’s renown expertise in logic of visual communi-
cation coincided with the launch of the World Wide Web  
and the internet revolution. Together with Paul Kahn he 
founded the information architecture firm, Dynamic Diagrams. 
The studio rapidly grew to a company with offices in Provi-
dence, Baltimore, and London, England. Between 1990 and 
2001 Krzysztof led the company as its Creative Director. After 
retiring from the company, he remained active there as an 
advisor and consultant.

Dynamic Diagrams worked with many global institutions, 
including ibm, Sun Microsystems, Microsoft, Harvard 
University, Yale University, Holocaust Museum in Washington, 
Asian Art Museum in San Francisco, Merrill Lynch, MacMillan 
in London, Musée des Arts et Métiers in Paris, and Samsung 
Electronics in Korea. The Samsung commission was one of 
their largest – Dynamic Diagrams coordinated the design of 75 
websites, across 35 countries and 18 languages.

Since 2000, Krzysztof Lenk had also served as an advisor to 
Tellart, a Providence-based experience design firm founded by 
risd alumni.

Lenk contributed as a lecturer to various conferences and 
professional events around the world, including the 
International Design Conference in Aspen, where he was 
invited in 1983 as an ibm Fellow. In 2001, he gave a talk at the 
ted Conference, where he demonstrated a dynamic statistical 
model of the world as represented by a village of 1000 
inhabitants.Lenk was also an active member of American 
Institute of Graphic Arts (aiga).

Tomasz Bierkowski designer, advisor, researcher, design critic, 
employed with Academy of Fine Arts and Design in Katowice 
(professor, head of the Chair of Graphic Design). He special-
izes in designing scientific and popular science publications, 
as well as visual identities. Publishes texts on typography and 
visual communication, author of the books: On typography 
(2008), Type for “Solidarity” (2018), Typography for humanists 
(with Ewa Repucho, DA, 2018), Texts not only on typography 
(2020).

Leads design workshops in Poland and abroad. Visiting 
professor at Academy of Fine Arts and Design in Bratislava 
(2013). He studies the problem of reading experience and 
usefulness of visual messages as well as studies relationships 
between ux and typography, and the implementation of 
design thinking. 

Juror and chairman of committees of international design 
competitions.
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